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Who is ultimately responsible for what is printed in student publications at the
College? For editors and administrators alike, the question has remained-slippery one, with each thinking the other knows the rules. Story on page three.
. , Photo by John Crozier.
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Two more Atlanta children are found dead in less than a week. Green ribbons
disappear at Wooster as interest in Atlanta wears thin. Joe Klein concludes the
article reprinted from Rollins Stone. Story on page six.
second of a two-paPhoto by John Crozier.
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Third in Weekend Meet

High jumper Chris Thomas garnered a second place for the Scot track team in an effort to outleap
Mt. Union and Ohio Wesleyan. Wooster took home a disappointing third place in the Saturday tnn nui fifttfan Phntn hu John Crozier. " '
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Functional Ceramics 1981:
Utilitarian Pottery Exhibited
Combining practicality and aesthetic sensitivity, the pottery
currently on display in the eighth annual Functional Ceramics
exhibition presents a range of purposeful objects seeking to
ji j hi
Sireicn ine limie. 1 ne snow- remains m urapuiy uniu
Frick Art Museum. Story on page nine. Photo by Patricia Emmel
-

Swartz.
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Page 2, VOICE, April 24, 1981
My first incfination was to reprint my editorial from last week and
change the date. Last Monday I heard over the radio that the 24th
face down
Atlanta Black child reported missing had been found-floati-ng
in a river. The announcement was appended to the end of a newsbrief
after which Crosby, Stffls and Nash harmonized The Times They Are
".
How quickly the green ribbons have faded at the College. The throng
A table in Lowry Center a week
of students crowded around the BSA-Sago today waiting to pin on a snippet of green almost had me convinced
Now, I'm not so sure. More people
the times were
responded to the intriguing stark photo of the dominoes on the front
page than they did to Joe Klein's article. (Maybe that is what I get for
I was extremely disappointed
making the front page
that not one person approached me regarding a guest editorial, and
letters to the Editor are practically nonexistant.
I have always avoided people who attempt to badger me with their
"issues" and "causes." With the Moral Majority on hand and Jerry
FakveO in the pulpit, I will leave the preaching to those who can make a
buck off of it. Atlanta, however, deserves the time it will take you to read
Perimeters, the sport's page.. .this editorial. Klein's article is not amusing
or witty, but it is one of the most penetrating and incisive articles Voice
pages have contained in a long while. Whether you need a green ribbon
to show your support or not, don't forget Atlanta. The blood stains off
A-Chan- gjn'
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our hands.

Due to blatant lack of student response to the changes which have
occurred (and will continue to occur) in the Voice, the staff has
composed a questionnaire in this issue designed to address student
expectations of a collegiate newspaper. I hope students, faculty and
administrators will take a moment to Voice their opinions (and appease a
distraught Editor) and give this newspaper Ihe opportunity to meet your

r
Faculty Support
Mobilization Participation
Anti-Wa-

;

non-viole- nt

exists

'

Dear Editor,
In regard to your article on the
decline of section membership in
the April 17th issue of the Voice, I

immediately noticed biased
reporting. In citing faculty
members' opinions on sections,
included solely faculty

you- -

members

with

members

with

anti-sectio- n

feelings. On this campus there
exists a number of faculty

"

pro-sectio-

n

feelings; yet their opinions were
ignored.
I fed that it is the responsibility
of the Editor to ensure that all
articles appearing in the Voice are
objective in their outlook of a
situation. The title of the article
suggests that new housing policies
are a major contributor to the
decline of section membership, yet
I would venture to assume that

Members Claim
Chios Do Exist
Dear Editor,

Between April 8 and 11, you
may have noticed about 25 women
wearing red sweatshirts. No, this
was not a coincidence.
We are the members of Chi
Omega Psi and would like to
answer some questions about our
Club that we heard during
Initiation Week: such as "You
don't have an initiation week, do
you?" or "Do Chios do anything?"
and the ever popular, "Chios are

around?"
Chios are still around and going
strong. Eleven women pledged
this year; and during their initiation
(Yes, we do have one) we all had a
chance to learn about each other
and ourselves.
Our Activation Week is geared
still

toward values clarification,

as
learning about ourselves
individuals and as members of a
group, and having fun. Though
much of our time is spent in
workshops, role plays, and value
search, our main goal is to enjoy

ourselves as well as become a
more unified group.
Hopefully, this letter has cleared
up some of the doubt about Chios,
their existence and their goals.
Sincerely,
The Women of Chi Omega Psi

biased reporting such as this,
being so visible to the campus
community, could sway public
opinion concerning sections more
than new housing policies could.
Sincerely,
William Levisay
John Harding ffl
Members of Beta Kappa Phi
Editor's Note: Inadvertently, a
portion of "Section Membership
Decline Steady; Housing Policy Is
Major Contributor" was omitted
during the printing of last week's
Voice. In that omission, Biology
professor Don Wise was quoted as
saying, "I believe in social
organizations on this campus.
People) who belong in a section
enjoy tfiose in the section. The
process on initiation week is to
have a common experience. There
is nothing wrong with creating a
synthetic stress situation. I think
experiences in a controlled
situation are very resourceful."
The Voice apologizes for the
omission. The staff remains
committed to unbiased reporting.

article,

"Section

the
Membership

Decline Steady; Housing Policy is
Major Contribution," published in

Tom Janota, the last Peace

Corps worker to leave

El

Salvador, and Jon Brule, a leading
spokesman for the Spartacist
League, will be the featured
speakers in a forum and slide show
entitled: "Eyewitness to Betrayal
Victory to
in El Salvador-Milita- ry
the Leftist Insurgents!" The forum
will be held on Friday, April 24,
1981, at 7:30 p.m., St. Albans
Episcopal Church, 2555 Euclid
Heights Blvd. (corner Overlook),
Cleveland Heights.
The Spartacist League, a

nationwide laborSocialist

organization, is sponsoring the
event to build for an antilmperialist
contingent for the May 3rd March
on the Pentagon, that wQl call for
the military victory to the left
insurgency in FJ Salvador.
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For those who wish to join the
March on the Pentagon on May 3,
a bus will be leaving from Lowry
Center at midnight on Saturday,
May 2. It will return around
midnight on Sunday. Tickers for
the bus trip will cost $30 and will
be sold this weekend on a first
come, first serve basis at a table in
Lowry Center Main Lobby during
Friday hunch, Saturday lunch and
Monday lunch periods. They will
also be available before and after
on
James R. Turner the El Salvador Teach-iJames A. Hodges Monday evening, April 27, at
Thomas M. Falkner Mateer. The march is scheduled
David Moldstad
to gather at noon at the
Yvonne Williams Constitution Gardens near the
Susan Stake! State Department and the Lincoln
John L. Hondros Memorial.
Paul Bowles
The march to the Pentagon
George Galster takes about an hour. A ralh will
Joseph V. Day then be held in the large mall in
Gordon Shull front of the Pentagon.
John M. Gates Immediately after the rally, the
Joanne Frye bus will return to Wooster. For
Ken Goings
further information, come to the
table in Lowry or talk to George
Marcus Pohlman
Galster or Lee Torch.
n

the April 17 edition of the Wooster
Vote. It is the position of the
Inter Section Council (ISC.) that
the article was unduly biased
against sections. The reporting by
John G. Warner utilized one
comment by Peter Sundman
(I.S.C. President) while the faculty
and administration were well
represented on all issues. This
seems to typify the attitude of the
.faculty and administration concerning sections at the College.
The I.S.C. feds that many readers
were misled by the article, primarily'
on the grounds of misrepresentation. Students and faculty are
unduly misled by the unfounded
comments of a few, who have no
perception of what section life is all
about.
In reference to the "purpose" of
sections. Associate Dean of Students Rick Swegan remarked.
"The sections have lost their
purpose. More and more, the main
reasons for freshman to enter'
sections are to stay with a group of
friends, social activity, and to
participate in intramural athletics."
The fact that freshmen want to
"

Editorial Assistant
Jan Birchfield

Gordon Stewart
Kenneth Plusquellec
John C. Rosenbluth
Marjorie Kramer
Paul M. Orehevec

ma-Peters- on

consequences of these decisions
could repeat the consequences of
decisions by the American
government in the 1960s,
questions should be raised as early
as possible.

"

Associate Editors
Edith McCandy
John C. Warner

Richard Reiner
Mark Weaver
Jim BurneD

Sections Seek Campus Acceptance
Dear Editor,
This letter is in response to

Senior Editors
Dianna Troyer
Martha Oesch

Catherine Fruhan
Thalia Gou
Michael Freeman
Rebecca Seeman

Students seeking more

Voice Suspected of Biased Reporting

Kevin Crubb

Brian Miller

that the

information about the trip to
Washington should call Lee Torch
at Shalom House, the coordinator
of the May 3rd activities on this
campus. We urge students unable
to join the march to become better
informed about conditions in El
Salvador and our government's
current policies toward this
Central American country. These
issues will be addressed on April
27th, in Mateer at 7:30 p.m.
Sincerely,
Arnold Grossblatt
Karla McPherson
W. Hayden Schilling
Margaret White

Edlloe-aa-Chi-ef

Pat Mehin
Barbara S. BurneD

ar
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VOICE

Elena M. DeCosta

To the Editor:
Last week's Voice contained
two articles which discussed the
proposed march called by the
Mobilization for
People's Anti-WMay 3rd in Washington. The
march, scheduled to assemble at
the Lincoln Memorial and end at
the Pentagon, will be a legal and
act to express concern
about the American government's
recent decisions to increase
military aid to EI Salvador and to
increase the number of American
advisors stationed there.
We believe such a march is a
meaningful and responsible means
of questioning present governmental policy. Because the

possibility

The College of WoosST

II

continue bonds of friendship,
increase their social interaction at
social functions, or be a part of an
I.M. Softball team, does not seem to
be sufficient grounds for questioning the "purpose" of sections. Each
individual section has its own
unique purpose and traditions;
however, the one common element mat sections offer its. members and to the entire student body '
is an alternative to the Wooster
"purpose".
This section of the letter is

dedicated

to the

"personal

opinions" voiced by Mr. James
Pertey and Mr. Arne Lewis. First of
all it is somewhat baffling to
consider the grounds for the
statements made by Mr. Perley and
Mr. Lewis. Mr. Perley made the
comment that hell week is. "disruptive and does not contribute
anything to ihe campus as a
whole." During hell week over
two hundred man hours of work
was voluntarily donated to cleaning up the campus as a combined
effort of the sections. Further, hell
week is not designed or intended
to benefit the campus as a whole.

Reporting Staff
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Published weekly during the acadenJ
by the students of The College oi
Wooster, Wooster, Ohio.
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Voice welcomes all signed letters

ditor from' students,

faculty,

to thJ
ad

ministrators. subscribers, and members of
Ihe greater Wooster community. AH corf
resDondence may be sJiliiwtrf to: Vc
Box 3187. The College of Woosterl
Ohio 44691. Current subscripts
Wooster.
I
fate is $10.00 per year for second dasj
neKverv.
The Voice office is located in the base
Lmt of Lowry Center. Telephone: (21

Extension 433.

B64-123- 4,

Back issues of die Voice are avaflabl
Voice Archives. Voice oefioj
Lowry Center.
From the

V

is designed to benefit a
portion of the student
body, much like
athletic program." The primary
thrust of hell week is to instill
perspective pledges with the trust
and devotion to the ideals of the
section philosophies. Section life
breaks down the barriers of
individual personality by promoting a sense of brotherhood and
fellowship. We feel that anyone
who does not believe these ideals
are worthwhile does not know
what section life can offer.
Mr. Arne Lewis commented that
sections "inhibit an individual's
growth . by encouraging stereotypes." We. as representatives of

rather it
specific

theinter-collegiat-

e

(cont. on p. 10, col. 3)

Distinguished Art Books for Refined
Tastes Available Through Catalogue
.

throughout the ages such as:
3ear Editor,
Is More - Mies Van Der Rohe
Less
Enclosed is a copy of a letter
sent to me by a close friend who Form Follows Function - Louis
Sullivan
has recently founded a company
that deals exclusively in I Hate That Faggot - Michelangelo
in reference to Leonardo
distinguished
art books and
authentic reproductions. I thought Hey You Idiot, That's Not A Toilet
Marcel Duchamp
other Wooster students might
jump at the chance to purchase Mind If I Touch Up This Room A
Little While You're Gone
some ot tnese tine items which are
James
Abbott McNeill Whistler
sure to enrich any home. I have a
complete catalogue and will be 12. Why Kitsch Sucks-- an
more than willing to handle all eloquent treatise by the curators
of The Louvre and the National
ordering.

April 24. 1981. VOICE, Page 3
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Gallery

Sincerely,
Joey Pavlovitch
Box 2418

13. Famous Rodents in
Western .Painting - This

interesting and informative new
work includes everything from the
ermine in Leonardo's portrait of
Cecelia CaBenani to the squirrel in
Copley's portrait of Henry Pelham

C.R.A.P.
4773 Chiaroscuro Blvd.
Flying Buttress, New York
33687

Dear Joey,
Congratulations on your name
x being selected out of thousands to
obtain a special discount rate on all
purchases from The Center of
Refined Art Products Inc. We are
a newly formed corporation aimed
at educating and enlightening the
general public in all facets of the
international art world. We stock
anything pertaining to art. You

14.

Tenderness and Sweetness

in the Paintings of

Hierony-mou-

s

Bosch
15. Famous Portaits of Insects

includes such works as: Adoration
of the Maggots and Third Class
Katydid
16. The Violent Works of
Audubon - this book contains

pictures of raccoons in leghold
traps, birds being torn apart by
crazed housecats, and Belted
Dutch Rabbits being shot at point
blank with a 30 odd six rifle. - sure
to make people lose their cookies
at those boring departmental
cocktail parties.
16. A Revision of Leonardo's

want black jockies with lanterns?
We got 'em. You want pink
flamingoes or chrome balls for
your front lawn? We go 'em You
want tr Hi liLH an antKnnV
sarcophagus-comple- te
with life
sized King Tut dummy? We got the
kits. Anything you want, we got it.
For a ' limited time only, all
architectural historians will
receive a 30 discount on all
orders. So don't delav. nlease take

Discourse on Herbs - by Dr..
Timothy Leary

17. Charleston Heston's
Influence on El Greco
Guarded Secrets
advantage of our special 18. CloselyHistory
from The
of Art - this
introductory offer.
volume
large
answers
such
borne ot our new items
A complete fine of Caravaggio questions as: Mrs. Goldthwait's
corset size, why Manet chose to
tennis gear
Pablo Picasso 1 Love Women" leave out the frisbee, wiener buns
and can of lighter fluid in his
buttons
on the Grass, and the
Luncheon
The Complete Guide to reason behind
of
Conservative Grooming by pomegrantatespainting
when
no
one
Salvator Dafi
NEW BOOKS AND ARTICLES knows what they taste Eke.
.

stiU-Sv- es

1. Aerial Perspective in
Painting on Velvet
Famous
WE HAVE UNIDENTIFIED
2. v Developments in 12th WORKS THAT WE BELIEVE TO
Century Sofa Sized Paintings BE DONE BY FAMOUS
3. Great Art Forgeries of
ARTISTS
Zimbwabe
including: a painting of a
This decapitated head shoved into an
4. Great Art Jokes

)JWL

Y

StlOUU) BACK Off

non-student-orien-

ted

.

Neo-Classicis- m

famous quotes by artists

Bartholomew Finkelputz,
'

President

CRAP.

Thistle
while
points to the problems
which campus publications are
subject to when there are no
procedural or editorial guidelines.
While the Thistle was never
censored (prohibited from publishing the piece), concern arose
among the publications committee
as to what the College's stand on
censorship is.
Three student publications, the
Voice, the Thistle and the Index,
report to the Publications Committee. Composed of the three

by Martha Oesch
Scenario: An article printed in
the Voice misquotes a public
official as saying that drug abuse
use is rampant on campus. The
official files a lawsuit claiming libel.
Who's responsible? The College,
the editor or both?
While the probability of such an
incident happening is low, it raises
the broader question of what kind
of relationship the student college
publications and the College have.
Who is held responsible for what is
printed?
A problem concerning the typesetting of material for the Thistle by
the College Publications office last
quarter exposed the fact that
guidelines for student publications,
their advisers and the publications
committee are severely lacking.
A typesetter who found one of
the Thistle pieces objectionable
showed it to Rod Williams, director
of publications. Concerned with

.

11. The Artist's book of famous
quotes this new book fisrs many

M &'R1CA

atypical,

the repercussions which the
open beer can and entitled Max's College would feel if the piece
skull in a single Schmidts, and a were published, Williams discussed
dusty work titled Landscape with the piece with Deb Hilty, Executive
Ruins, Windmill, Dike, Sailboats, Assistant to the President Both
Monet asked to borrow some Trees, Cows, Horses, Fish, Sky, agreed that the adviser to the
money? CSorry Claude, Fm a little Shore, Cottages, Bridge, Thistle, Annetta Jefferson, should
short this week.") or how about: Foreground, middle ground and be aware of the article. Jefferson
Why did Whistler beat the shit out background - special rates this contacted Laurel Dowd, editor of
the Thistle, who deckled not to
of his mother? (because he hadn't week.
painted Arrangement in Black and
print the article due to other
Blue yetj. Better yet: Why is
considerations (such as the
author's credibility and the content
Rembrandt's portrait of The OTHER MISCELLANEOUS
Syndics used on the boxes of
of the piece).
ITEMS SUCH AS:
According to Williams, the
Dutch Masters cigars? (because if Jan Van Eyck convex mirrors
they had Adrian Brouwer's Georgia OTCeefe flowerpots
College Publications Office was, in
peasants puking and urinating on Rembrandt caps
fact, doing the Thistle a favor by
the boxes, no one would buy 'em). Inflatable Delacroix rafts
typesetting its literature. The Publi5. The Sculptures of Myron: Pieter Breughel seasonal mugs
cations Office is not required to
and the lesser known works of' Bingham Canoes
print student publications. Its purSeymour, Bemie and Irving.
Toilet paper imprinted with pose is relegated primarily to
6. Soft Architecture by Mies
publications like the alumni magaVelazquez' royal portraits
Van Der Rohe
Black arid white pictures of zine. Wooster Reports and
7. How to Achieve Intimate
material. SupWilliam Turner's paintings
Spaces' in Public Buildings by Barcelona Pavilion pencil posedly, there was a written
John Portman
sharpeners .
agreement drawn up during
8. Subtlety Tn Art by Roy
former President Drushal's tenure
Lichtenstein, Claes Oldenburg
stating the Publication Office could
AND LOTS MORE
and Andy Warhol .
refuse to print work submitted by a
9. Pornographic Discovering We hope you find something to student publication. The 1973
in the Art of Norman Rockwell your liking and take us up on our Constitution for the Publications
10.
Fantastic Introductory Offer
and my life
Committee, however, makes no
Sincerely,

AND

SAF

FOR

Editorial and Procedural Guidelines for
Prove Ambiguous
Student Publications
incident,
The
and

hilarious book is sure to Buen up
any dull art convention or exhibit
opening. Some examples: What
did Toulouse Lautrec say when

by Jodfcson Poflock

kUU

mention of such an agreement,
and Thistle was not informed of
this agreement at the time it
submitted literature to be typeset

student editors, their chosen
advisers, a faculty chairperson and
five student members, the committee's basic duties are to choose
the editors, see to it that the
publications meet their financial
and production deadlines and to
deal with special problems as they
arise.
In

the past, the Publications
Committee has drawn up a
constitution passed by Campus
Council, which outlined procedural, financial and editorial
guidelines for the student
publications.
The last constitution expired in
1973 and an updated version
cannot be found, though many
people including President Cope-lanChuck Hurst, chairperson of
the publications committee, Jefferson and Ken Plusquellec, Dean of
Students, believed that one existed
and could be consulted if needed.
Plusquellec said that he had
recommended to Campus Council
a year ago an update of the
guidelines due to past problems
with an Index editor. John Talbot,
former chairperson of Campus
Council was not available for
comment to confirm whether
'
action had been taken.
According to Hurst a step
direction taken by the Publications
Committee last quarter, when it
drew up contracts for the three
student editors.
d,

itt-thi- s

-

However, the question

of

whether the College ultimately has
the right to censor a student
publication is not addressed in
either the earlier constitutions or
the new contracts.
All three publications receive
operating funds from Campus
Council. Thus, the question is
raised as to who is held responsible
,

who sets
for what is printed
the standards: the College or the
editor. In the end, the College is
held responsible for the actions of
the publications. President Cope-land- cited the example that an
overdue bill which a publication
cannot pay, would be turned over
to the College'.
An Editor must balance the
freedom of the press, with the legal
implications of going into print and
professional journalistic standards,
Copeland said.
"Because I have faith in the
.

students

(editors),

I

haven't

worried about censorship,' he
added. In theory, though, "if
someone asked me if they should
print an article, and I thought it was
(cont. on p. 6, col. 1)
.

Concert Sparks
Parents Weekend
One. of the highlights of Parents'
Weekend will be the spring
concert of the Scot Symphonic
Band. The band will be performing

under the baton of guest
r
Kard Husa,
a Pulitzer
member
of the faculty of Cornell University
composer-conducto-

Prize-winnin-

g

and Ithaca College. The band will
perform his Concerto for Alto
Saxophone and Band. Soloist will
. be Donald Rice, a ' fourth-yea- r
student from Rochester, NY.
Band Director Stuart Ling has
described this piece as "one of the
most difficult ever written for

band, and an extremely

demanding work for even a
professional saxophonist.'' He
further stated that he felt "very
fortunate o have a player of Don
Rice's ability and dedication on the
scene." Rice will be performing the
Husa work to fulfill part of his
independent study requirements.
The remainder of the program
will include Gustav Hoist's Suite
No. 2 in F, Aaron Copland's

Outdoor

Overture,. Joseph

students

or other college

Jenkin's American Overture and a
medley of Duke Ellington songs
arranged by Paul Yoder.
The concert is scheduled for
Saturday, May 2nd, at 8:15 p.m. in
McGaw Chapel. Doors will open
at 7:30 p.m. There is no charge for
personnel.
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The program houses were
announced Thursday, April 16.
With the final decisions on each
proposal, the question inevitably
sncoc -- uinuJ wasn i our itoums

Bon-trag-

For the second consecutive year,
a women's awareness house and a
house which would assist the

admissions office were not selected. Other equally valid sugges-- .
tions for houses were made, but
the selection process and limited
space requires that only the best
proposals receive houses.
. When faced with the differing
individual merits of each house, a
committee must choose the eight
most eligible proposals. The committee is comprised of two students
who have experienced the program house option, two faculty
members, and one representative
from the administration.
The selection process begins and
is based on the strength of the
program proposal, according to
Bess Colling, the administrative
representative to the committee.
Each program must be considered
individually rather than in comparison with the other programs.
As a result, only seven out of a

hi Jl,

Cultural Definition Requirement Wins
First Round; Receives EPC Approval
At the end of the oast Quarter.
institution of a graduation require
the Educational Policy Committee ment of one course, effective with
received petitions signed by students enrolling on or after
approximately five hundred and September 1, 1982, to be met

possible curricular modifications
which would integrate more fully
into the curriculum a Black
perspective.
7. We encourage those faculty
involved in courses in women's
studies, and
studies,

.

fifty individuals., principally

stu-

dents, advocating the institution of
a graduation requirement of one
course to be met through successful completion of a course in one of
the following areas:
1.
studies or
2. non white North American
studies or
3. women's studies.
The recommendation for increased attention to those areas of
study cited above deserves careful
third-worl- d

consideration and imaginative

action by all faculty. We must
prepare ourselves and the curriculum to address more fully values
and perspectives which are foreign
to traditional curricula. While the
value of traditional subject matter
has not diminished, we must, if we
are to be liberally educated,
examine traditional values and
points of view within the context of
the less traditional values and
views which students will meet in
the complex world of the twenty-firs- t
century. Preparation includes
not only the development of new
courses hut the integration into
existing courses and established
departmental curricula of new

materials

and

evolving

perspectives.
We have seen during the past
four years intensive efforts and
considerable progress both in the
introduction of new courses and
the integration of less traditional
materials and perspectives Into
existing courses in at least a dozen
departmental programs. Faculty in
these departments are to be
congratulated and encouraged in
tangible ways to continue to
expand upon their successes.
There is, however, among a large
group of our students a genuine
desire for a more substantial and
visible commitment on the part of
the College to the development of
new expertise and the enhancement of the quality of offerings in
studies,
the areas of
e
North American studies
and women's studies. We endorse
the overall objectives of the
proposers of modifications in the
curriculum although individually
we do not agree with all the details
of the proposal.
On. April 21. 1981, the Educational Policy Committee voted to
recommend to the faculty as early
as possible in the academic year
1981-8the approval of the
third-worl- d

non-whit-

2

through successful completion of
one course in the areas of
e
studies or

third-worl- d

non-whit-

third-worl- d

studies or foreign language and culture
women's studies. In the meantime, studies to undertake campus-wid- e
we approve and forward to the discussions on developing and
faculty and administration the improving curricula in these areas.
Finally, we pledge to intensify
following recommendations, which
we believe will prepare us to our efforts to support through job
address effectively the primary descriptions and the. active encouragement of individual faculty
objectives of the proposal.
and departments the enhancement
and modification of existing
Recommendations:
1. We propose that those courses and programs and the
departments which have com- development of new courses
pleted visits by Panels review and which address the concerns exand pressed by Wooster students.
expand their
reexamine the reports of the
Panels in an effort to address ways
by which more attention might be
given to
North American, and women's
by Grant McCorkHB
studies. In addition, we recomOn April 13th the first meeting
mend that departments address of the Wooster Conscientious
particular deterrents to successful Objector Group was held. The
study in their fields by women, group is trying to reach out to the
students, and
conscientious objectors on
North Americans. A written campus and to inform students in
report from each department on general about what conscientious
the findings and recommendations
objectors are and how one can
North

American

self-evaluatio-

third-worl-

.

ns

non-whi-

d,

te

growing out of this study will be
due by no later than November 1.
1981.
2. We propose that those
programs scheduled for Panels
specifically adduring 1981-8dress in their internal reviews the
What is a Conscientious
Objector? The draft law exempts
above concerns.
3. We recommend that departfrom military status any person
ments work with the Dean of the "who by reason of religious
Faculty in developing proposals for training and befief is conscienrevision of existing courses and the tiously opposed to participation to
introduction of new courses to war in any form." The law states
address any deficiencies identified that the word "refigkws" as used
studies, here "does not include essentially
in the areas of
American studies, Black political, sociological., or
studies, and languageculture phikjsophical views, or a personal
moral code." The religious training
studies.
4. We recommend that the requirement does not mean that a
President designate from existing person be trained in a church or
though
or new resources a fund to assist, religious organization,
through research and study, indi- many COs have received such
vidual faculty and departments in training. Neither does it mean that
making changes and strengthening "a person be formally trained as a
curricula in the areas cited above. CO. What it does mean is that a
CO should be able to show that
5. We recommend a continuafaculty
and heshe has done some serious
tion of the seminars for
students sponsored by the Black thinking about the matter of
Studies Committee on the topic of participation in war and is deeply
the Black perspective in the committed to hisher belief as a
curriculum and minority student CO. Membership in several peace
organizations will not qualify a
- concerns at Wooster.
6. We recommend to depart- person for CO status if heshe
is
ments consultation during the fall cannot show that heshe
' to this
committed
personally
with the Black Fellow, a new
on position.
appointment for 1981-82- ,
third-worl- d

non-whit- e

!

n

Working With the Elderly-women
Environmental Action- - Lewis-me-

Bon-trage- r-

Ida Sue School- - Slater- - men
Political Awareness-- Richardson'

n

-

men .
Red Cross- - Johnson- - men
Experiment in Community
Living- - Westminster- - coed
.

Federal law recognizes two
classifications for Conscientious
Objectors. First it recognizes
those who are
KXKXxnbatants
opposed to participation in

combatant training and service but

are willing to serve in a
the

noncornbatant capacity
armed forces. The noncornbatant
is inducted into the
objector
obtain CO status. John armed forces
as a soldier who does
Thompson, founder of the group,
with or. handle
not
train
rjeooie
who think
rrK that
they could be COs must act now if ammunitions and weapons.
they are interested in obtaining
served in the Medical Corps.
CO status.

2

er

Conscientious Objector Group Forms
nudear

te

non-whi-

third-worl- d

possible eight were awarded
houses this year.
The committee is looking for a

program which provides intellectual stimulation and social development for the students involved,"
said Colling.
This overall goal for a program
house is achieved by varied means
in the different current programs. A
program emphasizing Individual
social development is the "experiment in community Irving," housed
in Westminster. Other programs

X.

outside community. The
effect
Boy's Village program and the
program for the elderly in
are examples of this type of
emphasis.
Living in a house should be a
good experience for all involved,
according to Colling. The proposal
must specify why the particular
program would benefit from the
unity of a house, and substantiate
their wish for a house rather than
blocked housing.
Colling is proud of Wooster's
choice to make houses available to
the students in this manner. She
noted that she has been amazed at
the lack of variety in housing
arrangements on other campuses.
Betty Rea, Director of Housing,-agree- s
that each program is chosen
on its individual strength. She told
how she decides which program is
assigned a specific house. "It's a
simple process of finding the house
which wilL best accomodate the
program.. Some programs need a
certain type of space to be most,
effective," she said. For example,
the Boy's Village program needs a
large common area, like a living
room, in which to host the boys
frequently.
After completing this process of
decision and placement, the final
Next
choices are announced.
year's' program houses will be:
Boy's Village- - Scot Cottage-wome-

by Edith McGandy

TTUv

1

in

N0?"0?

Jf"3

Secondly, Federal, law

--

does not recognize either
pacifists or - noncooperators.
Noncooperation is iOegaL and
refusal to register when required
by the President can bring
penalties of up to five years in
prison andor $10,000 fine.
Many people wrongly assume
that a CO must be completely
nonviolent. There is nothing in the
draft law that requires that a CO
be opposed to all forms, of
violence. It requires only that a

person be conscientiously
opposed to the kind of

intiescriminate mass violence of
war. You do not have to be a
Objectors who are opposed to Quaker, Mermonite or Brethren to
both combatant and noncorn- be a CO as many believe. If you
batant duty in the armed forces. feel that you are a CO you should
These persons are required to fill out a CO questionnaire with a
perform civilian work which draft counselor to determine in
contributes to the maintenance of your own mind whether or not you
the "national health, safety or are a CO. Mark Wendorf and
interest" in fieu of induction into Gordon Stuart, pastors at
the armed forces. A person who Westminster Church and McGaw
claims to be opposed to both Chapel, are bom draft counselors.
combatant and noncornbatant John Thompson has information
service cannot be given a about CO status and other draft
counselors available to students.
noncornbatant classification.
Other types of COs include The Conscientious Objector
nuclear pacifists and non- Group will also be sponsoring a
cooperators. Nuclear pacifists are draft counselor training program
people whose consciences would in May. There will also be
not permit them to participate in a information available at the April
nuclear war. Some nuclear 27th Shalom House discussion on
pacifists are opposed to all war FJ Salvador and the May 3rd
because of their belief that any war march on Washington. 'John
fought today could lead to the use Thornpson states, "If you feel
of nuclear weapons. Noncoopera-tor- s there is a chance you are a
are people whose con- Conscientious Objector, the time
sciences do not permit them to to act is now because war is never
cooperate with the draft and many an impossibility." ;

recognizes Conscientious

.

noncooperators refuse to register
for the draft. Currently, federal law
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Faculty Comment

The Internationalist
by Alkis Papademetriou
One aspect of the American
"culture" that amazes me as a
foreign student is the high rate of
homicides. Undoubtedly, no other
capitalistic country can compete
with "the country of records."
The homicide caprice of the
Americans derives from the very
fundamental ideals of their political
system: "freedom, equality, security, success." For many Americans, liberalism begins with the
freedom of enormous and iniquitous profit, goes through the
unlawful exploitation of others and
ends in the irrefutable use of guns
and homicides. After all, this is
"free economics"
one element

of "the soul and

On Worthy Occasions

society. . . Everyone can come
close to the president Of course,
in this society everyone is free to
come close to the president They
are also free to shoot him if they
want!
Reagan himself is responsible for
all the killings in this country- - He
believes in the arms race. Only a
few days before the assassination
attempt, his counselor said: "the
pacifists ideas of Western Europe
constitute a great danger for
humanity " After all the various
killers of this country keep the spirit
of their leaders. These killers arm
themselves under the blessings of
their bellicose presidents. Young
killers are only miniatures of the
folly of the elder and more
ambitious Assassins. . . As a.
foreigner, I still wonder who in this
country is the "free" and who
should be the "frightened." Maybe
my friend on the right could
answer!
P.S. This is the last time 1 write
The Internationalist. I would like to
take the opportunity to thank all
those who read my articles, and
the Voice for giving me all these
years the space to print my
thoughts. Four years ago when 1
first started The Internationalist, I
never thought that it would
eventually become the oldest
column in the Voice. I wish to the
next writer of The Internationalist
and to all my friends GOOD
LUCK.
A.P.

Liberalism."
Regarding the second element
of this grotesque "soul and body"
of the American reality, the "free
thought," for many Americans
freedom does not only mean that
everyone .has the right to become a
president, but it also means that
everyone has the "freedom" to
assassinate the president or any
other citizen.
In other words, the rights, as well
the life, of others are subject to bur
own caprices. American realism
cannot accept "old" principles like
those of Montesquieu who wrote
in his book L'esprit des Lois that
"freedom Is the right to act
according to the laws," or like Rosa
Luxemburg who wrote in her book
The Russian Revolution ' that
"freedom is always the gift of the
ones who think differently."
For the country of "free
guns mean profit More
precisely, American civilization is
translated in the very profitable
business of producing-500,0- 00
hand guns yearly. No one could
ever imagine how such a flourishing business can be abolished. For
the. American spirit of "free
economics," the abolition of the
freedom to carry guns means

-

by Sue Allen
Every morning between nine
and ten o'clock I escape the
pressures at The College of
Wooster. By ton o'clock I feel like a
dollar person. My lungs
are filled with fresh country air. My
muscles are relaxed and I feel
ready to start the day. Probably the
best asset of all is that this hour
provides me with a chance to do
six-milli- on

something very necessary at
Wooster to be by myself for a
while. How can you, too, obtain

this feeling of healthiness? How
can you escape the pressures of
Wooster while getting some excellent excercise? The answer I
give is that you join myself and the
millions of people who have taken
up the hobby and sport - of
bicycling.

:

.

enthusiasm

toward

greatly influences the
, members of the class, who may be
bicycling

much-heralde- d

.

on their way to becoming world
cycling champions.
Besides being an excellent mode
of transportation that conserves
gasoline, biking is a great means of
entertainment Yet there is still
another plus to biking: it is one of
the best forms of exercise that our
bodies can get. It is excellent not
only for muscular development but
also for a cardio vascular well
being. Those people who are
interested in burning calories
should know that biking briskly
burns about 1 1 calories per minute
(660 calories per hour). So just
think. . . you can indulge in dessert
after all!
We at Wooster, and as Americans as a whole, have a serious
problem to deal with concerning
the health and lives of bicyclists.
The problem concerns bicycling
safety. Approximately 800 people
a year are . killed cycling. In
addition, about 34.000 are injured.
Many reasons for bicycling accidents may be suggested. Probably
the major problems are that
bicyclists do not obey the rules of
the road and motorists are not
understanding of bicyclists' needs.
It seems clear that while, enjoying
the sport of biking we must take
measures to provide safer conditions for riding.
If the problems and stresses of
college life have got you down. . .
(cont. on p. 9. col. 5)

.

.

once best known as "Bull"
Connor's turf and, according to

Luther King, "The most
thoroughly segregated city in the
United States." was big news. But
also interesting was that Mayor.
Anington had had a predominantly ' academic career. He was
professor of biology and dean at
Miles College before his election to
Birmingham's City Council in the
early 70's.
Indeed, Dr. Arlington was Dean
at Miles when there was an active
student exchange program between Miles and The College of
Wooster.
It is our great good fortune that
Mayor Arrington will speak next
Thursday evening, at 8 p.m. in
McGaw on "Liberal Education and
Politics." Obviously, we have the
opportunity to listen to a man of
Martin

Mateer "Urban Euthanasia."
"

the-conditio-

I

by Lee Merrill
remember when I was Httle.
I used to sh on a bench in my
backyard and
Wait for the night.
I wasn't afraid of the night then.
Rather it was as if the night would
appear
I

j

Just for me.

Command performance.

unusual achievement. But as

No.

intriguing, he will be talking about
connections between what we here
are all about and politics
connections many find difficult to
make.
There will be an open reception
for Dr. Arrington at 9:30 Thursday
evening in Lowry Center.

I wasn't afraid of the night.

Then.
Mama, you never told me the
night would go on appearing
Whether I sat there or not.
You never told me it would
perform for

Anyone.
It scares me. Mama:
The thought of that bench.
Empty.
And the night.
Just performing away.
As if I didn't matter.
I remember when I was Httle.
I used to fie on my bed and dream
about falling in love.
Some nights.
Even though I knew it was just
Plain Fact
That you always end up with your
Prince
rd tell my pillow that
Maybe
My Prince"
Would go to a different college or
something and Td
Never meet him.
But that was just some nights.
Because everyone ends up with
their Prince.
.
Everyone
Has one Special Someone.

--

Fitness Center and

intended).

Miracle-before-your-ey-

es

(You never told me, Mama,
they make the body and
blood in a ' factory in
Cleveland) I believed
.
(cont. on p. 6. col. 1)

You can walk in off the street for
$2.50 a day, or for a mere $25 you
can sign up for a whole month, $45
for three months, $75 for a half
year, and $150 for a year. Very
soon they are going to have an
anniversary sale. You can work
that fat off for a reduced price.

They have complete

exercise facilities, whirlpool,
swimming pool, steam room,
sauna and lockers and showers for
you cretins that sweat. They
--

Wooster Spa and Health
-

Equipment also sells waterbeds in
case you'd like to enjoy your body
after they are finished with
the road from New Life is
Lorbec Health Spa, across from
the Portage Square Shopping
Center. I had a little trouble finding
the owner, and as a result I didn't

provide physical therapy

programs for those of you who
might need it.
And as for plain old therapy,
you're on your own. The people
who run New Life, as weD as the
other health spas and clubs, are
not just old dried up jocks looking
for a cause in life. They are trained
personnel who take you through a

as I expected

.

The rates are not outrageous.

Racquet-ba- ll

Club, 3400 Old Airport Road
north of Wooster, off route 585.
New Life opened about two
summers ago; they've been going
strong ever since (no pun

Miracles I expected.
Miracles as
y

Wooster Spa and Health
Equipment offers exercise

equipment in addition to a
whirlpool and sauna. As an added
. bonus, they have a runroom. For
those of you who didn't make it
any farther South than the Mason-Dixo- n
fine, you can roam on in and
buy a sun tan (or a burn). Besides,
roll.
Our first stop is the New Life it's cheaper than going to Florida.

ts

rainbows
After showers and dessert
After dinner I believed that
When the priest held up the body
and blood of Christ that that
wafer turned into a hundred
wafers like a
.

--

but best of alL these are real courts
with a back wall, not just Henry
Copeland's garage door or AI Van
Wie's barbecue wall placed on the '
floor of the REC Onward to Wooster Spa and
Health Equipment, 135 North
Bever Street They have been
operating for three years now and
deal with sales as weB as service.

one week 'off to cruise the
restaurants and dine upon their
fine cuisine. Now you are sitting in
your chair, gazing down upon
those extra pounds you've
acquired and saying to yourself,
please, no more restaurants!
It's time to work off all that fat as
this week's Perimeters wheels you
around the city of Wooster into
the local fitness centers, health
spas, tennis and racquet ball clubs.
So let's go campers. Put on your
tennies and sweat suits and let's'

Mama, you never told me that
lovers could hold each other
and then just
Let go.
You never told me that moments
with one
Special Someone
with
Could
another
Special Someone
And your Hps could learn the Hps
of more than one.
Learning away.
As if goodbyes didn't matter.
I remember when I was little
I used to believe in
Matter-of-factl-

will
pros-pec-ts

n

.

by Dave Benson
It's back in the saddle again and
time to prepare all of you for this
week's Perimeters. You've aS had

.

meld-into-momen-

-

in the
noted racon-

Perimeters

.

.

'

of northern cities,' which
might be thought of as presently
lying stricken in the country's
intensive care ward.
Will organ transplants work? Is
artificial life support economically
feasible? Or ought we to steel
ourselves against sentimental nostalgia and adopt the course
proposed by the President's
Commission on a National Agenda
for the '80"s: euthanasia?
.
It is not quite fair to associate
Max Frisch's The Firebugs with the
state of New York or Cleveland,
though it is tempting. But Frisch's
Katzenjammer Kids gone reofly
wild (though still with lotsa laffs)
get at deeper human problems.
Under Dr. Win Logan's direction,
this amusing and scary play opens
in Freedlander Theatre Thursday
"evening and plays through a
Sunday matinee. Buy ticket while
they're still available.

;

Edgewise

--

adept

Dr. Galster

dismal science and
teur in the halls of Kauke
and
examine

--

--

SHAB - Bicycle Away Blues

Knortz's

--

assassination attempt against
Reagan the agent declared: "After
all, we live in a democratic and free

body of

This spring quarter at Wooster, a
course in biking is being taught by
Geri Knortz, a physical education
instructor at. the College. Ms.
Knortz has had many experiences
participating in ' and leading bike
trips, and is knowledgeable in the
areas of bicycle maintenance and
riding techniques. The course
content includes training in maintenance and repair as well as direct
techniques of riding. The class
usually rides between seven and
ten miles each morning. Ms.

by Peter Havholm
At that reception, it might be
The son of sharecroppers. Dr. worth asking him whether BirmingRichard Arlington was elected the . ham has benefited- - from, the
first black mayor of Birmingham, :
decline of northern
Alabama, in1979. He was the : cities. And if you would like to ask
fourth black man to be elected that question - In an informed
mayor of a major southern city."
manner, you must not miss Dr.
That the city was Birmingham, George Galster s Convocation

abolition of the freedom to make
profit one of the liberal ideals of
the homus americanus. Maybe for
Mao: "freedom is at the end of
your gun," but for many Americans "at the end of your gun is
your interest":
The reponsibility of "Liberalism"
for homicides becomes more clear
when we examine the .confession
of a secret service agent After the

.

fitness evaluation before designing
an individual program made just
based on exercise and
for you
nutrition. The rates at New Life
are generally set for the individual
per
and can range from
person per six month program.
They do have racquet ball courts,
too, that are included in the
membership price ($2.50 per hour
per person, $4 for guests).' If you
are serious about . racquet ball,
there is a flat fee of $144 per year.

it-Dow-

n

4

4.1

tjtSl UPC

iM(MMNnVMi I iir&ntiftl
U UVI UMllvni

wwai.

Rait
a--r

hey, I can read an ad just as wefl as
anybody else can. Lorbec claims
to be Wayne County's leading
women's spa. That I don't doubt.
They have individualized exercise

uihirlrmot
and
I
They also have no
contracts and no obligations. They
are open funky hours to fit your

imwiti
pAWgftwa.nv, uinu

ff

--

sunlamps.

$50-515- 0

.

funky schedule. And if you are'
interested in rates, you wui nave to
call yourself .
TKo Uct nUrp I visited was the

Wooster Racquetball and
(corit. on p. 11, col. 4)
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Atlanta Besieged by Many "Panaceas
As Murders Mount and Count Builds
search
by Joe Klein
(conclusion of two parts)
and it is not clear
Somehow
the
exactly how this happened
Atlanta police decided to invite
Dorothy Allison, a psychic from
Nutley, New Jersey, who claims
expertise in solving crimes, to help
with the case., Mrs. Allison
interrupted a busy promotional
tour she had recently published
to announce
her autobiography
that she would offer her services
free of charge (except for
expenses). "You let the killer
know I'm gonna get him," said
Mrs. Allison, a frantic, diminutive,
middle-agewoman. "I don't care
where he's at...I've helped the
police capture fourteen killers and
I'm going to get fifteen...rve
already given the police names and
locations."
Several weeks later, the psychic
arrived in Atlanta. "111 guarantee
you that he will not murder while
I'm in town...ni control him,'' she
said. Surrounded by a crush of TV
d

Student Media Guidelines Ambiguous
(cont. from p. 3)
going to make the college libel. I'd
say no." he stated. To his
knowledge, no president has ever
prohibited an editor from publishing an article or literary work.
Most agree with Hurst and
Jefferson that the editors should
set the standards. Responsible for
their decisions, they must be willing
to take "the flack" which may
follow. Hurst said.
"An adviser usually isn't actively
involved. A student publication
should have the imprint of the
editor, and that wouldn't be the
case if the adviser had an
-

overruling

influence,"

Hurst

commented.
Copeland advocates a working
relationship between the adviser
and an editor as a means of an
editor receiving feedback and
establishing professional standards.

Editors of the student publications are concerned over the lack
of hierarchical structure as to
whom questions about a publication should be directed. "Although
the issue of censorship is not
particularly significant to yearbooks, there is definitely a need for
some sort of official statement from
the College as to the editor's
responsibilities as a journalist,"
commented Mary Neagoy. Index
editor.
Added Kevin Grubb, Voice
editor. "1 appreciate the freedom
that they allot to editors of campus
publications, yet there remains that
problem of a rapport between the
publications committee and the
editors. Here, the fault rests with
both the Committee and the
editors."

Edgewise
(cont. from p. 5)
The way I used to pronounce
had their sacred
them.
Time and Place:
you never told me that
Mama,
high
you
from
graduated
The Time
someday I'd give up trying to see
school.
Life
The Place he first kissed you.
The old way.
Sacred.
As
if it doesn't matter.
Mama, you never told me you
You
never told, Mama, how much
birthday
your
up
on
could wake
All miracles

Not mattering
and
Hurts.
told
You
never
Not feel butterflies
me that
the Sacredness
Gets trampled out of a Time and
Place by countless paths of
by Dianna Troyer
memories That
You drank a few beers, feel
A moment wears so many tags
lighthearted and decide to visit a
You forget why you marked it in
grocery to get some munchies.
the first place You never told me Stopping in front of the Dream
I could forget.
Whip shelf, you lift up a can, tilt it
Forgetting away.
upside down and inject the topping
As if Time and Place didn't really
into your mouth.
matter.
While the previous incident
I remember when I was little.
sounds comical, it resulted in a
I remember nights that stayed in
student being arrested and
the sky instead of
charged with petty theft, a
Panting down my neck.
misdemeanor. The previous event
I remember caresses that traveled
was one of numerous cases that
Judges Amiet and Wiest have
untraced grooves.
I remember moments
heard during the past years.
The judges explained judicial
And miles
my
followed in dealing
leash
of
the
procedures
That wore
with college students who violate
perfume.
I remember
criminal law. "There has been an
increase in the case load involving
Life.
students in the last five years," said
The way I used to see it.
Amiet, a former Fifth Section
Seeing it with my vocabulary of
member, "and we want students
perceptions.

"The search has turned into a

grotesque circus," wrote

columnist Bill Shipp in the Atlanta
Constitution, and Camifle Bell
found herself performing in the
center ring. The Westinghouse
television stations sent her on a
tour of their local outlets in
Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh
and Baltimore. She appeared on
the Tom Snyder show and on
2020. She was featured in People
magazine. Life photographed all
the families of the missing and
murdered children together, as if

they were astronauts.

Somehow, Camilie Bell

managed to endure her newfound

celebrity without losing

perspective. It was important, she
believed, to publicize the situation,
to warn parents and to keep
pressure on the police. She
handled interviews easily, without

the

that so

self-righteousne- ss

often afflicts the victims of injustice
when they are placed in the
spotlight. The odd thing was that
crews and reporters, she then no matter how often she told the
embarked on a whirlwind tour of story, no matter how often she
crime sites and parents homes. described Yusuf s last days, her
She visited Willie Mae Mathis, stomach still cramped, the tears
among others, and guaranteed would roll down her cheeks, and
that she would find Jeffrey by day's the pain would not go away.
end. She didn't, nor did she turn
On October 9th, Charles
up much else of use
but her Stevens, 12, disappeared. His
book did go into a third printing body was found the next day,
while she was in town. But the suffocated.
Atlanta police found that they now
Four days later, a boiler
had to wade through a pile of offers exploded in Bowen Homes
a
from other psychics
and also
housing project
.
had to contend with a certain killing four black children and their
amount of ridicule for seeking nursery-schoo- l
teacher. Immediadvice from the "Nut from ately, word spread through the
Psychely," as Mrs. Allison came to community that it had been a
be called.
bomb, possibly set by the Klan,
With national publicity growing, and maybe even part of the wave
an array of kooks and basket of murders. While it was quickly
cases began to converge
or established that the explosion had
tried to converge
on the city. been caused by faulty mainThe McBee, South Carolina police tenance, the bottom line was still
announced that an escaped four more black children dead
mental patient was "armed, and the city seemed perilously
mentally ill and on his way to close to a racial convulsion. "Just
Atlanta" to kill the killer. Luckily, too many thngs have come
he was captured before he together all at once," said one
reached town. Another man, resident of Bowen Homes. "You
Marvin Lewis, was arrested in got them children killed, and
Suffolk County, New York, after others missing. You got the Klan
allegedly wounding a policeman. acting up..."
Local authorities claimed he had a
Indeed, the murders in Atlanta
"hit list" of police officers in were now being linked to a wave of
Atlanta, Buffalo and elsewhere,
violence against blacks across the
and that he intended to avenge the country. There was-series of
recent murders by "execution of murders in Buffalo
six blacks,
the pig."
four of them shot and two with
their hearts cut out. There was the
Vernon Jordan shooting, and
reports of snipers stretching from
Salt Lake City to Indianapolis. And
though there was absolutely no
to know what to expect it they evidence that white people were
involved in the Atlanta killings,
violate law."
Ninety-fivpercent of the cases they were linked by black leaders
are heard in municipal court and with all the rest. Not just black
are misdemeanors, according to leaders either: Jimmy Carter
Amiet. Examples are trespassing embellished his presidential
(swimming in the city pool after campaign in the weeks after the
closing time), petty theft (stealing Bowen Homes explosion by
street signs which cost about $70 issuing a statement that seemed to
for room decorations), disorderly link the murders in Atlanta and
conduct, assault (attacking a Buffalo with the recent surge of Ku
Dominos pizza delivery man), or Khix Klan activity. Even the
would
receiving stolen property (taking a August New York Times
front-pagfinal exam from a friend who stole soon wade in with a
story: PERCEPTION GROWING
it from a professor's office).
A student may hire a lawyer, AMONG BLACKS THAT
and during the trial the judge VIOLENT INCIDENTS ARE
attempts to establish what LINKED.
On October 18th, the body of
occurred, makes a ruling with
Wilson was found
LaTonya
of
guilt
innocence
or
regard to the
the student and enters an badly decomposed, the cause of
appropriate sentence, explained death impossible to determine
in an obscure wooded area during
Amiet.
low-incom-

e

a

Students Pay High Price for Pranks
--

e

e

--

(cont. on p. 11, col. 4)

the first community

sponsored by the United
Conference..

"We

Youth-Adu-

lt

were

well, I guess I
fortunate
to find
shouldn't say fortunate
the body on our very first search,"
said Arthur Langford, a city
councilman and founder erf
UYAC. "The next week, more
black and
than 4000 people
turned
white, rich and poor
out."

The searches

became

something of a phenomenon, a
touching display of civic concern
the local Taiwanese trade
delegation joined the hunt one
week, the Israeli consulate staff
the' next, as well as college
fraternities and sororities, garden
clubs, youth groups and others.
The police, skeptical at first, sent a
token force to help each Saturday.
But it seemed that no aspect of the
Atlanta murders could remain
untouched by perversity for long:
Mitch WerBell, who was billed as
"an internationally known soldier
of fortune," lent nine instructors
from his nearby counterterrorist
beefy former green
academy

berets, paratroopers and assorted
CIA types to provide leadership
each Saturday. Don Laken came
down from Philadelphia with two
German shepherds from his

International

Tracking Dog

Service. Gradually, the searches
achieved a peculiarly Southern
paramilitary aura, much of the
tone set by Wer Bell's Cobray
Rangers and a hard core of about
150 regulars, some of whom would
dress up in jungle camouflage
fatigues and chop through the
tangled Georgia underbrush with
machetes. And while the searches
failed to turn up any. more
significant evidence in the murder

cases, each week the teams
seemed to uncover more of the
city's seedy underside: stolen
wallets, credit cards, weapons,
bloody clothing. One week, they
discovered the body of an elderly
black man who'd been shot in the
head.
The Atlanta Police Department,
meanwhile, found itself frustrated
and under attack. In
Police Chief Napper admitted that
"all leads" in the cases were
""exhausted." Several weeks later,
the Atlanta Constitution found a
source within the task force who
said the operation had been
"hampered by mismanagement,
poor coordination and (confused)
mid-Octobe- r,

leadership."
The police began frenzied
rounds . of consultation with
outside experts first, comparing
notes with visiting detectives from
Buffalo to see if the murders might
be linked; then, inviting five top
detectives from around . the
country to "give a second opinion,
the way a consulting physician
might," Lee Brown later said. The

"supercops," as they came to be
known, studied the cases for two
weeks, made some recommendations and then quietly left town
to the disappointment of a great
many Atlantans, who'd expected
to do something
the
:

all-sta-

rs

dramatic.
By thrashing about desperately,
by bringing in psychics and
supercops, the Atlanta police had
perhaps inadvertently
nourished the public's fear that a
mass murderer was on the loose.
But there were some who believed
(cont. on p. 7, col.

1)
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Resource Center
Women's
Rem

by Chris
The Women's Resource Center
(WRC) has named the 1981-8directors: sophomores Julie Klein
and Edith McGandy. Karen
Wilson is completing her term as
director this quarter.
Currently the WRC is
sponsoring women's programs,
an overeaters group, support
groups and is working on another
edition of the Spinner.
New director, Edith McGandy,
stressed that the center provides a
literal resource center and initiates
activities to promote further
understanding of women's issues
on campus. WRC is heightening
students' awareness of Planned
2

Parenthood, the

e

Pro-Choic-

1

movement and rape crisis centers.
The directors have a variety of
interests. Julie is a sophomore
from Wyomissing, PA. A sociology

-

major minoring in political science

and women's studies, she win be
interning with the National

Organization of Women (NOW) in
their project on equal education
rights this summer. Julie began
her term as director this quarter,
and is attempting to involve more
people in the center, add to the
center's .library, create support

groups and investigate

the

possibility of obtaining scholarships for Women's Studies.
Edith, a sophomore from
Shaker Heights. Ohio, is majoring
(cont. on p. 9, col. 1)

Women's Resource Center directors (from left to right): K. Wilson, E. McGandy, J. Klein and active
member, Margaret Metcalf. Photo by John Crozier

Atlanta Citizens Rail Against Murders of Black Children

cohf from p. 6
this wasn't entirely inadvertent: a
clever madman terrorizing the city
certainly was less embarrassing,
from a police point of view, than
fifteen separate, unsolved cases.
At the same rime, there was a
growing suspicion among the
police that if the initial murders
weren't connected, the more
recent ones might well be. It was
almost too horrible to contemplate, but it seemed possible that
the rush of publicity after Camffle
Bell's press conference had
unhinged a psychopath somewhere in the city
a "copycat
killer"
who figured that open
season on black children had been
declared and he wanted a piece of
the action.
If so, it was the ultimate irony:
life had imitated the National
Enquirer. The media barrage
might have created a killer.
On November 1st, Aaron
Jackson disappeared. His body
,

-

was found the next day,

The reports of
disappearances and suspicious
men lurking about became
y
epidemic. As another
cycle came to a conclusion,
the black neighborhoods
of
near-abduction- s,

twenty-five-da-

Atlanta were in panic.
A young girl said that a
black man had told her to
get into his black and white car or
he'd kill her, but she ran away.
A hysterical woman claimed she
saw a young black boy being
grabbed by two men in a brown
car, but no child was reported
missing.
black child said
A
that two men, a black and a white,
tried to drag him into their gray
Cadillac, but he'd bitten one and
escaped. He said he'd been
approached by the same men two
weeks earlier, in a blue car, and
they had tried to hire him with
money.
fight-skinn-

ten-year-o- ld

Theories and rumors were rife.

ed

setting up roadblocks throughout

her first without Jeffrey
but
various groups around town were
inviting the bereaved families to
parties (the mothers' group had

the city. On Thanksgiving
weekend
approximately

twenty-fiv- e
days after the death of
Aaron Jackson
Atlanta was
battened down and vigilant.
And nothing happened.
Nothing happened. How could
that possibly be? In the movies,
something always happens. The
case builds to a cfimax. The killer
leaves a fateful clue or returns to
the scene of the crime or turns out
to be someone really interesting,
like the police commissioner or
one of the parents. In the movies,
detectives come to
the five
town and break the case (and
already, in New York and
Hollywood, book and movie
projects were in the works based
on that very premise.) On

--

or

--

all-st-ar

television,

children had been at work from
the start. But still there were no
really encouraging leads as to who
the kiner or tollers might be or
become an institutionalized even how many of the other
charity, like the United Fund or murders might also be finked
the American Cancer Society), and the continuing frustration
and she thought it was important caused tempers to grow short.
to- - keep up the publicity. The pofice task force blamed the
"Whoever is doing it is still out Missing Persons Bureau for
Lube
there," she said, "unless he's gone botching the search-fsouth for the winter."
Geter. The medical examiner
' "Well, that's a possibility," said blasted the pofice for botching the
CamSe Bell, clinging to any retrieval of the two bodies. The
possibility. "You know, nobody police blasted the medical
was killed between November and examiner for not immediately
March of last year. Maybe it's part coming to the scene of the crime.
Pofice Chief Napper reportedly
of the pattern..."
After a year of pushing and said it was possible now to
prodding, she was exhausted. She determine that the killer (or killers)
had been interviewed a thousand was mobile, and knew the city of
- times,
and had even gained a Atlanta wel
"If it took him this long to reach
measure of power in Atlanta
politicians sought her out now, for that conclusion," CamiHe BeS said,
in trouble."
advice and approval. Her Wre
fai
the city spent
circumstances had changed, and
yet they hadn't. She was still In four days celebrating the birthday
MechanicsviHe, but her neighbors of Martin Luther King, Jr. It was a
treated her differently. They were mournful time, filled with a
afraid to bother her, and she deepening frustration and sense of
missed being able to perform the loss. "You hear al these white
small favors for them that had folks worrying about who shot
made her Efe tolerable before. J.R.," said Reverend Joseph
Worse, people were beginning to Lowery of the Southern Christian
forget. "They're acting as if it's all Leadership Conference. "I don
over," she said, sitting in her care who snot J.R. I want to know
I
apartment one evening in. who shot down Martin's dream
Efe out
who
know
the
want
shot
to
December. "You can see the
parents easing up, letting their kids of sixteen children here in
loose again
as if it never Atlanta."
On January 15th, Camine Bel
happened."
herself sharing the platform
found
Even as she spoke, it was
possible to hear the sounds of at a King birthday rally with
children darting about at play in Andrew Young, . Coretta Scott
King and other leaders of the
the darkened streets.
movement. Andrew Young,
On January 4th, Lubie Geter,
trying
to find "a stone of hope in a
14, disappeared while selling car
spoke of
deodorizers in a shopping malL He mountain of despair,"
accornpfished
all
blacks
had
that
31
is st missing.
On January 9th, police found during the past twenty years. Mrs.
the bodies of two children, badly Ben spoke too, briefly, about the
decomposed, in a wooded area on need to blacks to redecficate
just themselves to Martin Luther
the south side of Atlanta
seventy-fiv- e
yards from where the King's principles but nothing she
body of Milton Harvey had been said eloquent as it was was as
discovered in November, 1979. compelling as her very presence
on the platform. She sat there, the
One of them was immediately mother of a slain black child who'd
identified as Christopher dreamed of having a computer in a
Richardson; it took ten days to housing project, a reminder of
determine that the 6ther body was hopes wasted and a nigfiUTvare
Earl Lee Terrell.
that continues.
Like a cancer that comes out of
1981 Rolling Stone,- distributed
ever,
than
virulent
more
remission
by
King Features Syndicate.
the panic returned and the city slid
into contentious despair. For the
first time, the police could say that
at least three of the murders
Richards, Terrell and Harvey
were definitely linked. It also Red

the whole thing

transpires in a fixed and
reasonable amount of time.
In Atlana, though, the

.

"I think it must be someone the
investigation
meandered, .the
children trust very much," said
suffocated.
clues were confusing and the killer
A pattern? Well, perhaps. Since Mrs. Mathis. "Maybe someone in ,
if, indeed, there was one
July 1960, children seemed to uniform, like a police officer."
erratic. The city had reached a
"Maybe a black woman," said
days
disappear every twenty-fiv- e
point where it almost needed
or so. The cause of the last several one searcher on a Saturday in something
even horrible
to
deaths had been identical: "gentle December. "A frustrated mother happen, some further evidence
maybe that's what all the
asphyxiation," said the medical
that a killer was out there, that a
' examiner. The bodies had been washing of bodies is all about."
pattern had emerged and the case
found in strikingly similar "Maybe the killer is someone could eventually be solved. At an
positions: laid out on their backs, who's been rejected by his son, or
informal meeting of police and
arms and legs extended. And, who has lost his son by divorce or
media executives in late
according to several sources, the some other reason," CamiHe Bell
November, it was decided that it
bodies seemed to have been speculated in the Atlanta
might be best to try to reduce the
carefully washed.
level of tension in the city. A
Constitution.
But Yusuf Bell had been
Later, she would come to newspaper editor suggested that
washed, too.' Was it possible that believe that the killings might be the pofice finally make it clear to
the killer had been at work from the work of a religious cult.
the public that all the murders
the start, but that his efforts had "History shows that presexual
weren't connected, and Lee
lately been embellished by a grisly males often are the ones chosen
Brown issueda fuzzy statement to
rise in the "naturaP attrition rate for sacrifice, and the children lost
that effect
for poor black children in Atlanta here are an perfect specimens
The statement wasn't
a combination of child abuse, all slim, good shoulders, modified necessary. It is difficult to sustain
parental neglect, juvenile Afros. Not a single bowlegged, terror and, as the weeks passed
criminality and sexual perversion? cross-eyekid in the bunch. But
and the "killer" didn't strike again,
In mid November , a fourteen-year-ol- d strangulation?
That's strange. the anxiety subsided and the city
black girl was found Human sacrifice usually involves
returned to a dazed approximastrangled in a motel room, but blood."
tion of normalcy. The number of
:
police said her death was
But there was no blood, and weekend searchers dwindled, and
"absolutely not connected" with verv little other evidence.' There there was talk that the UYAC's
a series of weekly scavenger hunts would
the others; later, it was revealed was only frustration
that she'd had a prior arrest for horrors. linked by wisps of soon be discontinued. The
prostitution. That same month, a coincidence, magnified and national media, ever insatiable,
boy disappeared distorted by the fear and anger in moved on to new trouble spots.
from his- - home. Several weeks the neighborhoods.
The Atlanta murders had been
Throughout the city, parents successfully exploited by a
later his body was found,
strangled, just outside the city. But hid their children away, keeping
bewildering array of psychics,
the police refused to include his them off the streets. Patricia investigators, would-b- e
comcase with the others it was said Bowens, a mental-healtworker,
munity leaders, politicians , and
- that
rie was a suspect in a robbery. I say the kids she was seeing were soldiers of fortune, and those
Connected or not, these latest terrified of sleeping alone, people moved on to other issues
cases were further evidence, that emptying the garbage or walking and new turf as weB.
survival was becoming an to school. The pofice increased the
The hofidays were approaching,
increasingly difficult proposition task force again from thirty-seveand Willie Mae Mathis did not seemed probable now that
for black children in Atlanta.
members and began want to think about Christmas
to
whoever had been killing the
--

d

--

.

sixteen-year-ol-

d

h

--

'

n

fifty-tw- o

mid-Januar-

y,

cW-righ-

-

Cross:

U

Ready for a new ccci-jry- J

ts
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Fraternity Hazing on the Increase:
Legislators Crack Down on Violators
December "fraternity activity" of
undisclosed nature.
Delta Tau "Delta members
were expelled from
property after repeated warnings
about initiation practices. A
"series of rituals" during January
Hell Week caused the expulsion,
say fraternity members.
Three pledges of Kappa
Alpha Psi at Tennessee felt "fear
for their lives" when three
actives one brandishing a gun
kidnapped them and paddled
them. The case reached a grand

by Susan Calhoun
(CPS- )- When the Alpha Phi
Alpha chapter membership at the
University of Pittsburgh "severely
paddled" one of Its pledges, the
pledge was hospitalized with
kidney damage, and APA was
ultimately kicked off campus.
A month earlier, the University
of Southern California also kicked
one of its fraternities off campus,
also allegedly for hazing.
The expulsions are indicative of
an increasingly tough stand by
administrators against the sometimes-brutal
initiation procedures
of their fraternities and sororities.
But against this background of
tougher stands, proliferating policy
statements, national sanctions, and
even new criminal laws, most
observers agree hazing is not only

"'V
v

I?

As new public relations officer, Peter Havholm will heighten the
public's awareness of the College's achievements. Photo by News
Services.

two-mont-

h

first-rat-

e

liberal

n

arts

colleges,"

said

Havholm.
After three rounds and three
years of conducting a national
search, the selection committee
finally chose a local candidate for
the job, according to Deb Hilty,

executive

.

assistant

to

the

President.
The committee was searching
for a person who could understand
the ideals of trustees, faculty and
administrators who believe in the
value of a liberal arts education,
Hilty explained.

"Certain national candidates
had more of a business savvy and
weren't sensitive to these ideals,"
she said. "Peter Havholm has the
riuo and imagination

Havholm, who is convinced
there is superb teaching at Woo--.
ster, hopes to find an imaginative,
innovative, accurate way to convey
this to the public. A second newly

created administrative position
remains unfilled, and may not be
filled for three years, according to
Bill Baird,
of
Academic Affairs.
"A new dean of admissions is
Vice-Preside-

'

nt

the most important appointment
we'll make in five years, and we're
searching carefully for just the right
person who is qualified to fill the
position," said Baird. Admissions
officers are vital, since they have
the most immediate influence on
the public concerning the institution's reputation, he explained.
The position was created because admissions has become a
highly computerized, sophisticated
and touqh qame, according to

Vice-Preside-

balls, exploding
balloons
Wednesday's College
of Wooster convocation was more
like a three-rincircus than an
academic talk. And speaker Henry
Bent, professor of chemistry at
North Carolina State University,
delivered one of Wooster's best
stand up comedy acts in a while.
But juxtaposed to . his light,
g

informal routine

was Bent's

presentation of some deeper, more
thoughtful observations on science
and abstract art.
Like art. Bent said, science tries
to make visible what has been
imagined. For example, an artist's
work is a visible representation of
what he has experienced
in
nature or in emotions.
Likewise, a scientist uses experiments to observe the world and
then
in the form
of theories, he told. Bent experimented with fire and a helium
.balloon, and boom! The audience"'
make-statement-

s

'

Two pledges of a frat at the
Univesity of Oregon were hit by
a car while returning to campus
after members "dropped them
off miles from town" seven
weeks ago. One is still in the
hospital
In the last two years, at least
three students have, died from

30-da- y
jail sentence in Wisconsin. At the other extreme, New
Jersey makes it a felony, with a

prison term and $7000
fine attached. New Jersey enacted
a law January 12 after intense
lobbying by the Committee to Hah
Useless College Killings. CHUCK
organized by Eileen Stevens of
Sayville, N.Y. after her son died in
a 1978 hazing . incident, is also
credited with getting stiff penalties
approved in New York, where an
Ithaca College student was killed
during initiation last spring.
But the usual protest of campus
administrators against" any kind of
governmental interference in
regulating student behavior, hasn't
been heard in hazing cases.
Indeed, one New York admini.:
strator calls the law "a great relief?
because it disciplines hazing without putting the onus on administrators, who generally don't like to
offend alumni in any way.
18-mon-

d

--

n.

.

.

people convicted of hazing are
subject to a jail term.
"Initiation rites aren't as brutal as
they used to be," argues the
University of Oregon's Bill Boland.
"But there is an increase of more
mentally abusive hazing, like de-

.

meaning skits and public
humiliation..
w
The solution to it all has eluded
.

nt

th

Students

most administrators, however.
Hctfidxapped
"I got the feeling hazing was
FVograms Jeopardized
coming back around 1977, recalls
Fred Yoder of Sigma Chi's na. (CPS) - The fate of all federal
tional headquarters. It wasn't a "big
college programs for helping
problem'' in the early seventies, he
handicapped students will be in
says, because '"students were more
balance when the U.S.
the
of a mind to question things then."
Supreme Court decides the case
"But when student activism
of deaf student Walter
calmed down, fraternity memberCamenisch, who wants the
ship started, rising, and students
University of Texas to pay $1,245 a
were more inclined to accept
year for his sign language
things" like "painful initiation rites,"
interpreter.
Yoder says.
The court two weeks ago gave
In 1977, Sigma Chi sent an
the U.S.. Department of Justice
statement to all 177
permission to defend Camenisch.
chapters to emphasize its "commitTexas claims that schoolsare
ment against hazing." Similarly, the not required to spend money to
National Interfratemity Council
accommodate handicapped
made its 60 member houses sign a students. That view, if validated in
statement, and send it to Its court, would change the standard
'
-- '.' interpretation of the 1973
chapters.
Most schools also have
Rehabilitation Act, the high court
regulations on the books.
said.
Many publish annual reminders
Under Section 504 of that act,
about them, Pittsburghs Smith . federally-fundeschools can't
adds.
discriminate against "otherwise
But many administrators comqualified" handicapped persons.
plain other forces hamper their The 5th U.S. Court of Appeals
eforts to prevent hazing. A recent
decided last fall that Camenisch is
USC report blamed "active mementitled to a free interpreter under
bers and alumni" for perpetuating
Section 504, but Texas disagrees.
hazing traditions. Mike Wittern, -- "An institution is not required to
former fraternity affairs director,, take any affirmative compliance
wrote in the report that many steps by accepting federal funds,'
pledges won't report hazing reads the school's petition for high
,
"because the active chapter holds court review.
the
promise of memShould the Supreme Court
bership over their heads."
accept that view,, warns the
"The biggest problem is the : Justice Department, "it would
incredible group pressure not to signal the end of aO compulsory
report a violation," agrees Wis
measures to aid the handicapped,
consin's Howard. Indeed, a pledge including building ramps and
at the University of Alabama was modifying bathrooms for
J
Cim, --Alnha wheelchairs.
--

.

--

'

"Now. if
ence through an art student, he
may come up with a drawing of
pink, red and yellow flames in c
balloon shape." Bent showed. This
can be an adequate representation
even though one is not sure that
the explosion actually looked like
that. Bent said. But if you ask a
chemist to explain this on paper,
he would write down a formula
with Hs and Os. Bent showed.
All art and science is then, is
simplification
trying to put the
unobservable in an observable
form.. These are the artist's and
scientist's ways of bridging the gap
between real life and what you see
happening in your own mind.
This does not mean that art and
science renderings can explain
everything. With art and science
the incommunicable gains expression, but it still remains a
mystery. It is through this attempt
at universal expression that art and
science have moved from natural
tVvt.a

--

roalitlf

Rnt

g

a

strators and legislators fear hazing
is not only on the upswing, but
becoming more secretive.
"I've been hearing second-hanreports that fraternities are pushing
for rougher and tougher initiation

rites," relates Roger Howard,
associate dean at the University of
Wisconsin-Madiso"We haven't
had any formal complaints in ten
years, but mat certainly doesn't
mean it isn't going on. People are
just pressured not to report it" One
reason may be that in Wisconsin,

s,

anti-hazin-

similar initiation activities. Admini-

Bent's Science and Abstract Art Talk
the Convocationyou Audience
Entertains
bv Robin Wilson
pass this experiBouncing

.

anti-reformer-

jury.

nationwide.
Written university prohibitions
against hazing and even previous
warnings did not prevent the
Pittsburgh incident, for example.
Similar prohibitions existed when:
The Alpha Phi Alpha chapter
at Southern Illinois at Edwards-vill- e
was indefinitely suspended
by the national APA when a
pledge was injured during a

Baird. "We're looking for person
who has a knowledge of statistical
analysis, word processing techniques and market testing procedures to use on admissions
literature." he explained.
Baird stressed that, the current
admissions office is strong and' in
no crisis situation. "The current
director has fine interpersonal skills
and is a nationally known admissions director, but five years
down the road a person with a
different mix of skills will be
needed to supervise and plan the
complex operations in the admissions office," he added.
A third national search is
of
beginning for a
Academic Affairs. Baird's five year
term will terminate in June 1982,
and he will return' to teach in the
economics department.

Alumni tolerance of limited
hazing further frustrates efforts to
stop it. "There's an attitude of 'I did
it, so they should, too," Yoder
he adds,
says. Most
"come from older chapters and
from alumni. We feel we make a
little progress each year with the
current class of students, but every
year there's a new class that we
need to get the word to. It's like
talking to a parade."
With the relative ineffectiveness
of university and national group
sanctions, more states are resorting
to legislation to stop the annual
intimidations. Eight states now
laws.
have passed
Hazing is a misdemeanor carrying

.

Havholm New College Relations Officer;
One Administrative Position Vacant a v
by Dianna Trover
General Motors may be laying
off employees ' during sluggish
economic times, but The College
of Wooster can afford to hire new
employees. Besides signs advertising food service employee openings during the past months, ads in
the Chronicle of Higher Education
magazine advertise positions for a
public relations officer, a dean of
admissions and a vice president of
academic affairs.
After advertising since 1979,
one newly created administrative
position has been filled. Professor
Peter Havholm of the English
department will become College
Relations Officer on Sept. 1.
Havholm will be responsible for
heightening the public's awareness
of the College's achievements and
strengths and for supervising the
offices of news services and
publications.
Besides moving up from a
Kauke office to a third floor Galpin
office, Havholm will serve a
internship at Carnegie-MelloUniversity in Pittsburgh
next fall. "Besides gaining professional work experience in a
public relations office, I'm
hoping to get a new perspective on

initiation:

USC-owne- d

increasing

but

continuing,

--

--

-

v

Epsilon after telling his father that
an SAE active had hit a pledge
with an axe handle during

anti-hazin-

g

--

.

'

--

anti-hazin-

g

d,

all-powerf-

ul
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Integration of Aesthetic Beauty with
Function Results in Quality Ceramics
The eighth annual Functional
Ceramics Exhibition, one of the
most important art shows at :
Wooster, is now open in the Frick
Art Museum. Phyllis Blair Clark,
Assistant to the Museum Director?'
has put together an' impressive
collection of useful pottery created
by thirty-on- e
diverse artists from
across the country.
This show, the only one of its
kind in the United States, was
organized, says Ms. Clark, "to
dispel the notion that only non--

show includes pieces running the
full gamut from fine porcelain to
works, from warm
rough
earth toned tableware to brightly
colored, highly glazed vases, from.'
traditional oriental jars to oddly
shaped perfume bottles, and from :
cookware to tableware to soap- dishes. Every piece is of im- peccable quality and each is a "pot
pit-fire- d

.

--

--

7

--

'.

with a purpose.'
In conjunction with this major
exhibition, which is running from
April 5 to May 3, Wooster is
.

could be sponsoring the Functional Ceraesthetically pleasing and thus amics Workshop featuring thre"
appear in major exhibitions and -- artists whose work is in the show.

functional

objects

.

'

'
Donna Polseno, Richard Hensley
publications." The first Functional
arid Tom Turner will demonstrate
Ceramics show, presented in 1974,
and discuss their individual styles,
received an exceptional response
methods, and philosophies of the
from the artistic community, and
art through slide lectures and '
was featured in Ceramics Monthly,
the foremost magazine in the field. : informal social hours. The work- shop began yesterday (Thursday,
Since then, the show has become a
April 23) and will continue through
very respected and influential
Saturday, April 25. For schedule
event. Many artists write asking to
information call Phyllis Blair Clark,
be invited as a means of furthering
ext 388.
their careers. They are sometimes
successful, but only if their work is
of the utmost quality.
Ms. Clark's goal in putting the
show together was to exhibit a
Los ' Angeles, CA (CPS) - A
variety of ceramic styles and branch of the U.S. Army that
techniques exemplified by very Tecruits law students at the
high quality pottery. This year's University of California-Lo- s

'lv.

--

.

.

This delicate pair of cups and saucers is but one of the many pieces in the
Exhibition at the Frick Art Museum. Photo by Patricia End Swartz.

i

of Recruiters and Homosexuals
Actions
Universities Restrict
percent
Women's Center by

-

.

.

.

Z:

Klein, McCiandy :J&
with university

WRC
To Direct
p. 7)
(cont.
.

from- -

in General Literature with a
possible minor in Women's
Studies. After graduation, she
plans a career as an elementary
school teacher, specializing in
reading. Edith's prime objective as
director of the WRC is "to make

the Women's Resource Center a
place to which aO students feel
they have access." She begins her
term Fall quarter.
Karen, a senior from Perkasie,

PA, is majoring in social welfare-an- d
minoring in Women's Studies
and English. She is looking
forward to a career in politics, and
is interested in women's and tabor
issues. "The Center meets needs
for the interests of women's
groups and - individual women,"
Wilson stated. "We encourage
students to visit the Center."
f

41

.

t

prohibitions

discriminating against
against
homosexuals.
U. S. Armed Forces policy is "to
refuse to induct individuals with
homosexual
tendencies," says

"because some of the members
are lesbian,'' according to Jayne
Seebach, a committee member.
oecuoui iuu urns uxiiiuucc

because other Maryland women
"are leery about going to the
women's center because of the
lesbians."
Shortly

Since December, Washington,
Yale and Wayne State have taken
action to keep or expel mXtary
groups from their campuses.
New 'York .University and
Columbia did. the same thing
earlier.
Similarly, there have been large
student protests against defense
contractors recruiting at the
universities of Massachusetts and
Colorado. Since the begsBiing of

before the Maryland
committee met, a Washington,
D.C. court found Georgetown
Capt. Thomas Warren, recruiter, University guilty of violating a city
for-- the Army's Judicial Advocates
law prohibiting discrimination
General Corps. But university against gays.
policy implemented last June bars ' Georgetown ..has refused
groups that discriminate against recognize gay ' students as to
the first time at The College
a of For
gay students from all nine
Wooster.
a NAACP campus
student group because homocharter
organized. The
has
been
University of California campuses. sexuality
is condemned by
Warren sees the move off Catholic doctrine. Georgetown is purpose for this organization on
campus is to not only develop new
campus as "temporary," until "the a Jesuit university.
leaders to carry on the fight for
issue is settled."
of
University
San
The
rights, but also to educate the
equal
The incident was only the latest Francisco,
another Catholic
in a recent series of controversies school, also recently refused to campus community as weO as the
concerning the presence of both host a conference of women s surrounding community on what
Hey can do to help eliminate racial
military interests andgay groups studies teachers because some of
on campuses around the country.
the teachers were lesbians.
At the University of Maryland - But the UCLA incident
last week, for example, a student
managed to incorporate not only
government committee decided to
of the growing national
elements
cut the budget of the campus discussion abourthe place of gays
will be
An FJ Salvador teach-i1
on campus, but the even louder
April 27. in
Monday,
presented,
allowing
the
controversy about
Mateer at 7:30 p.m. The program
military on campus.
is sponsored by Shalom house and
The issue, once one of the the
Committee on
hottest during the height of the Peace Concerns.
Vietnam war, was almost dormant
Sheldon Liss, a professor of"
until the start of the 198&31
American Studies at Akron
Latin
academic year.
- Indeed, UCLA was the fourth University, who has studied and
college in the last three months to
: kick a branch of the military off
C..
5-campus

the year, recruiters from the U.S. .
Central Inteffigence Agency have
gotten hostile welcomes from
students at Temple arid the
University of Rodiester. Two anr
CIA protesters were arrested at
the LWversiry of Oregon during
the visit of former Iranian hostage
Victor Tomseth, whom the
protesters claimed was a CIA.
"
agent. --

-

'

.

NAACP Chcurter Organized

.

1

--

discrimination. Also, the NAACP
take direction aimed at eliminating overt discriniinanon which
might exist in both communities.
The first meeting open to afl will
be held Sunday at 7:00 pm in the
faculty lounge in Lowry Center.
Anyone interested in helping to
promote this involvement on
campus is encouraged to attend
the meeting. .. Y
wiO

....

H Salvador Teach In Monday, Mateer

TFT
Tp

n

VP

Inter-Fait-

h

-

traveled in Latin America- - for
twenty years, will speak on his
personal experiences. A slide
presentation by Sister Bernadine
Baltrinie O.P., a missionary for
nine years' in FJ Salvador, will
follow.
'
'

.

.

:

"

j

.

Firebugs Combines
Farce and Tragedy
Next weekend the College of
Wooster presents the absurd

comedy, The Firebugs. This play,
written by Max ' Frisch, is a tale
about a pair of pyromaniacs who
con their way into an elderly
couple's home. It has all the
elements of farce, bordering on
tragedy, with just a little bit of "silly
added. Under the direction of Dr.
" Winford Logan, The Firebugs will
J be presented from April 30 to May
"3. Showtime for Thursday, Friday
and Saturday is 8:15 pm and on
,
Sunday the performance begins at
Pyromaniacs Cindy Hintori and Garth Katner invade the home of 2:00 p m. Tickets are now available
at the box office for $3.50 for
an elderly couple during the play Firebugs, which shows -from
'
adults and $3.00 for students.
April 30 to May 3. Photo by Rodger Pelagalli.
.

;

'

-

-

KKK Talks at U. of Montana

David Duke, former Ku Kkix
Klan leader, spoke on the U. of
Montana campus recently, despite
extensive efforts by students there
to block his appearance. Duke,
who now heads his own National
Association for the Advancement
of White People, was hired by the
student government's program-

ming board to speak on
involvement

of special interest

groups in government. Over 500
Montana students signed a
petition protesting

appearance,

his planned

saying Duke's

message is still a racist one. The
government's
Central
Board went on record opposing
Duke's and his cause but refused
to cancel. his appearance. The
head of the programming board

student

says the protests have served tc
educate people on campus to an

important issue. Duke'l

appearance,' he. says, "has done
exactly what we wanted it to it'
.'
gotten people talking."
.

SHAB
(cont. from p. 5)

.

"

don't give up. If you realize you arc
out of shape and find yourseK
panting when you reach the top oi
the library stairs. . . have no fear.
When you get to the top of those
fibrary stairs run right back down

and hop on your bike. Join aO of us
who love to bike. ; .':

--
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Lowry Lounge Revitalized
Plan Budget
With Five-Year

by Kevin Grubb
Actually, the scene was kind of
funny: chairs, couches and tables
lined along the tile perimeters off
the Lowry Center lounge area
while confused students made an
.

attempt to settle in among the
disarray. Watching the last section
of carpet stripped away from the
Pit area was almost obscene.
The new $10,000 carpet recently
law to repiace the familiar shag
comes to the College courtesy of
r
Plan.
the Lowry Center
The new carpeting is the last
r
installment in the Plan's
budget of
per year. "In
order to get an upkeep of aD
e
buildings, you must have a

o

c

7i

r

r

Five-Yea-

five-yea-

$5-$7,0-00

long-rang-

plan,"

Inseparable friends during high school and college, Joanne, Kathy and Mary reunite six years after Closson,
coBegc to unhappily discover their contrasting lifestyles and clashing values in Vanities. Photo by Center.

explained

Director

of

Harold
Lowry

r
Plan has been
The
responsible ior 'a number of
interior design changes in Lowry
Center. Seeking to use and reuse
as much of the existing furnishings
as possible, the Plan permits
thread-barcouches and chairs to
be reupholstered, thus, cutting the
costs of new furniture while
maintaining an impression of
Five-Yea-

e

just-off-trie-delivery-tr-

uck

newness. In
the last five years, the Plan has
been responsible forreupholster-inthe overstuffed lounge chairs,
purchasing new sling and barrel
chairs and installing new carpet in
Rooms 118 and 119.
"We try to make it (Lowry
Center lounge) more portable so
people can move around here,"
g

--

Closson stated. Indeed,

"portable" underscores the raison
Plan. Most
d'etre of the Five-Year

John Crozier.

original furnishings and

accoutrements from the lounge
are currently making their "twice-- "
"thrice-- " around somewhere
or
in The Matchmaker and Bonnie in else in the Center. Students
the original production of Silk muttering, "So this is where my
Pongee.
tuition's going," would do well to
Kevin Kelly, director of Vanities, keep in mind that the
has been assistant to the director of per year budget for the next five
the world premiere Disabled as years will be spent on chairs they
well as assistant director of 'The may be sitting on for
Suicide at the Arena Stage. He
class reunion (Reagan

Bittersweet Comedy' Portrays Metamorphosis of Texas Life

by Daniel McKenty
Truly great theater came to
Wooster Monday night in Mateer
Auditorium when Vanities, a play
written by Jack Heifner and
directed by Kevin Kelly, was
performed by Ohio University's
Stage m. Stage 10 is a company of
seniors who are finishing the last
term of their "professional acting,
directing and design programs" at
Ohio University.
Vanities, winner of "Best
Play" award, is a
comedy in three acks with a cast of
three actresses. The play is a
"bittersweet" comedy which follows the bves of three Texan "girls'
as they move from high school to
college and finally the real world.
The focus of the play rests on the
changing of times as each of the
girls slowly goes their own separate
way after college. The dialogue
throughout the first two acts is
entirely laughable, full of light
humor and jokes pertaining to the
time.
Act I portrays the girls during
their high school years. The
dialogue is superbly adolescent,
centering on parties, proms, football queens, fears of college,
parents curfews and, of course,
boys.
In Act H, the phobia of college
has been replaced by fears of the
real world and graduation, Vietnam and "the piU" add a bit more
Off-Broadw-

ay

the girls become
more distinct. Joby Wendy Lardin,
archetype of the
"Southern girl" whose ambitions
and ideals belong to the graduating
class of 1943 instead of 1968.
Mary, played by Constance Ray, is
the eventual "avant garde" whose
one and only concern is an escape
from her immediate surroundings.
Kathy, played by Jane Cromi, is a
woman who is
frightened to death of "going it
alone" in the real world.
By the time the women meet
again six years after graduation in
New York City they have matured.
In the interum, Joanne has
managed to raise a family of three
children and sincerely expresses
her desire to make it four. Mary has
gone from cheerleader to oversexed art dealer whose specialty is
electric pornography. Kathy has
avoided aD the pitfalls of a
stereotype by participating in life as
little as possible, still searching for
an idea to identify with. The play
tea party
ends as a
proves that reflections on old times
is not enough to bridge the gap of
change that has occurred amongst
the three women. The party ends
so nali ties as
women grow
anne, played
presents the

quasi-liberate-

d

well-intende- d

in

a fight.

The acting throughout the play
is brilliant Wendy Lardin, a
member of Actors Equity Association, is fantastic as Joanne. She
portrays the speech and manner of
a "Southern woman" to a "tea."

gravity to the conversations
between the girls. The humor in
the second act is more sarcastic Wendy's previous roles have
than in the first, and the per- - included Elyia in Ladvhouse Blues.

Polly in Threepenny Opera, Hilda
in The Lady From the Sea and
Minnie Fay in The Matchmaker.

Constance Ray plays the chic
Mary in Act III, providing comedy
throughout the play with' her
flippant remarks and a biting
tongue. Some of Constance's
previous roles have been: Martha
in Who's Afraid of Virginia Wool,
Hester in Hello and Goodbye, EUie
in The Great White Hope and
Helen in Ladyhouse Blues.
Jane Cromi, like the others, is at
her best in Act HI She plays the
difficult character of Kathy whose
job after Act I is to appear
confused, moody and pensive. Her
ability to implant emotion in her
speeches is profound and, in
general, she was more effective
than the other actresses. Jane's
other roles have included: Hermia
in A Midsummer Night's Dream,
Sybil in Private Lives, Irene Mallov

$10-$12,0-

then-twentiet-

directed The Robber Bridegroom,
A Breeze From the Gulf and the
world premier of Silk Pongee at
Ohio University.
The set design for Vanities is
g
nonexistent save- for three
wooden crates which provide
the basis for a high 'school gym, a
college sorority house and a lavish
New York penthouse. Nothing,
however, is sacrificed in the
starkness of the set and the
excellent acting coupled with a
fertile imagination on behalf of the
low-lyin-

-

viewer, provides

a delightful

evening of theatre.

LS.C. Chastises Voice and Faculty
(cont. from p. 2)
the section system, believe that it is

not sections who encourage

stereotypes, but rather those
individuals who do not
realize the implications of their
remarks. Those faculty members
who believe hell week has no
purpose are the same individuals
who propogate unfounded and
ignorant statements concerning the
goals of section life. We, the LS.C,
would like to extend an open
invitation to any faculty member
who can admit that they do not
close-minde- d

00

fully understand section lite and
would like to meet or discuss any

of the section philosophies. To
those individuals who annually
attempt to degrade the section
system, we only hope that you will
take the time to consider the
positive aspects of section life and
accept the section system as an
integral part of the College of
Wooster.
Sincerely,
The LS.C.
liberty StWaoiWi

V

willing).

The old lounge carpeting has
recently been installed in Room
120, with the remainder of it to
replace worn carpet in the CPPS
and food service offices. The new
carpeting was selected by both
Closson and an interior designer
from Halle's in Cleveland and was
for
approved by
Finance and Business, Hans
Jenny. The wide brown edge
surrounding the actual carpet is to
prevent wearing along the areas
where students tread most.
What interior changes can
students expect to see in Lowry
Center over the next five years?
The downstairs promenade will
get a facelift from Room 119s old
furniture, while 119 will acquire
new chairs, tables and sofas. Four
of the listening rooms in Room 120
will receive new furnishings, and
118 and 119 will boast new.
carpeting. New carpet will also find
its way into the Post Office. .
Closson is enthusiastic about
Plan. It enables him
the Five-Yeto think ahead knowing he has a
stable budget to work out of. It
also gives students a sense of
security knowing that today's sling
chair in Room 119 might be
tomorrow's sling chair in the
Vice-Preside-

nt

ar
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New Life Fitness Center and Racquet ball Club boasts complete exercise
facilities. Photos by Sue Mertz

Lorbec, Wayne County's leading women's spa has BexMe hours for clientele
I

Perimeters
'

(cont. from p. 5)

Tennis Club,

1578

Mechanics-bur- g

Road. They have been
operating the tennis courts out
there for six years and- - the
racquetball courts for two. They
are specifically a tennis and

racquetball

club but come

complete with a pro shop where
members and nonmembers alike
can shop (although members do
percent discount
receive a
on anything in the pro shop), and a
pro to help you decide.
The WRTC has four indoor,
tennis courts and a
membership fee of $45 a year phis
court time costing $6 per hour per
person. The main attraction for
Wooster students will probably be
the racquet bed courts. They have
10-2- 0

year-roun-

Wooster Spa and Health Equipment offers whirlpool and sauna and at reasonable rates.

d

(cont. from p. 6)
The minimum penalty for a
minor misdemeanor is a $100 fine,
while the maximum for a first
degree misdemeanor is a six
month jail sentence and a $1000

a student is charged with a
felony, the case is usually heard in

common 'pleas court and

procedures differ slightly. A pretrial hearing is held in which the
student is informed of the penalty
and sentence, is told he has the
right to counsel or to have a lawyer
appointed, and has bond or bai
set.
Examples of felonies include
breaking and entering (breaking
dwelling
into a
such as a professor's office to steal
a. final exam), forgery, burglary
(entering an occupied, residential
dwelling), theft (stealing items
costing more than $150 such as a
tv set or firearms or credit card),
and aggravated or felonious
assault.
Punishment for felonies ranges
non-residenti-

Wooster Racquetball and Tennis Club offers students six tennis courts, a pro shop and video game.

--H

:

:

Advertise in the Voice at
available thru government Reasonable Rates:

agencies in your area. Many sell
for under $200.00. Call
Ext. 4605 for your directory
on how to purchase.
602-941-80- 14

.

un

--

al

from a six month to five year
sentence and fine of $2500 for a
fourth degree felony to a four to
twenty-fiv- e
year sentence and
$10,000 fine for a first degree
felony.

The College is required by law
to report all felonies to the
municipal police.

Wiest also warned that

poficemen who are summoned to
the college student's- residence
because of a noise problem and
see drugs in a room can arrest a
student, according to the "plain
sight" ruling. "A police officer once
drove past Kenarden, saw a pot
plant growing in the window and
arrested a student." said Wiest.
Pranks may be fun. but not
when they involve violations of
criminal law, cautioned Amiet.
-

Flair Travel

Consultants

.

346 E BOWMAN ST.
For Your Convenience
Just off the College Campus

CLASSIFIEDS
JEEPS, CARS. TRUCKS

a real ceiling and a real back waO,
albeit on the outside they resemble
nanK s garage ooor. l ne rates are
an unbelievably low $5 a year
membership with court time an
affordable $2.50 per hour per
person. They have snacks when
you get nungry ana a vkko game b
you are inept at tennis and
r3m itff lklt Nvfr iimr ttwxi nlan
to work out a special rate on the
racquetball courts for college
'students, but as of now, the details
are unavailable.
By the look on the Editor's face.
Td say it's time to wrap up this
episode of Perimeters. Get out.
there and pump your iron, bounce
uj a vu
J ...... I. ft anH mI
Ull
awwHJinuii
auuiu
pasta fat.

Students Pay High Price for Pranks;
College Required to Report Felonies

fine.
If

:

11

I

Shouldn't it be "apparent" where tor
bring your folks to dine?

J

A

ura4msses

It is not too early to begin
plans.

15 words or less.. .$1.25
25 words or less...$2.00
.10 each additional word

CALL
264-65- 05
Registered Ohio Travel Agent
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Students Develop Phobiaphobia;
Caused by Anxiety Not Uncommon

'-

by Diane Auerbach
Cleveland, OH (CPS) - Some
students love college, some hate it.
.and some drift through it

n

iruto artistsPhoto
annual
rihutr

c-nnt-

Egg Show.

a nlethora of
by John Crazier.

nqs to

apathy. Then there are those who
are afraid of it:
"Every time I sit down in a desk
and look at all the people around
me, I get sweaty palms and fed Bke
running away," says Michael
Streep of Cleveland State
University. "It's aB I can do to sit
there and pay attention to the
professor instead of my anxiety."
Streep is not unique. One out of
every one hundred students suffer '
g
fears about
soi i
college fife, says Michael L.
Freeman, director of Cleveland's
Terrap, an organization that treats
severe anxiety problems.
"It could be due to workload or

the first

"Ether" Show in Severance
Exhibits Vaned Art 1 alents
Friends.

(by Marvin Madero).

the fear reaction. Freeman had to."
less apparent, . "h would, be ideal
and the attacks then seem to come
explains, becomes

out of nowhere. It is frightening to
have something happening to your
mind and body over which you
have no control."
- Streep's problem is fear of
crowds. After his father's death a
few years ago, Streep withdrew

.

if they could
stay in school during this time,"
says Artru, "but many feel they
have to drop out. Many fear they'll
have a panic attack."
Adds Artru, "Nobody goes
crazy from this, but the physical
stress is incredible.

Voice Questionnaire

To better assess the needs of students and their expectations of

a campus newspaper, the Voice would Bke you to take a few
mnutes to fill out this questionnaire. Please send it to the Voice,
box 3187, or drop it in the Voice box opposite the Post Office.

peer pressure that causes
students to withdraw from normal
fife," adds Jean Kurranerfin,

n.

Thank you for your cooperation.

the new layout of the Voice
a) very attractive b) somewhat attractive c) not at
attractive

coordinator of the Cleveland
office. "Sometimes it's a death in
the family. But we don't press the
point of why it happened."
Whatever the reasons students
develop phobias - inappropriate
fear reactions triggered by
harmless stimuli - they seem to be

tee-shi- rt

1. I find

Virginia Artru of Terrap's Menlo
Park, CA office says people as
young as 14 and as old as 80 come
in for therapy, but that the average
age is 23. Many of the college
students, she says, are afraid of
making ools of themselves in a

-

aB

2. I would tike to see more
a) national news b) international news c) College news
in the Voice.
d) other
3. Regarding featuresentertainment coverage, I would Eke
see more articles on
a) flm b) theater c) restaurants d) other

particularly prone to them.

d,

A well

from rwrrnal activities, and spent
more and more time in 'his room.
"1 was afraid to go out in public.
Wild horses couldn't drag me to
the show or out to eat. I'd go to
school, but that was only because I

letimes-debiEtatin-

Perhaps I need 'Postal Regulations
Hume and
for Wrapping and Securing a
Mitch Harper
Egg (by Barbara Ernst) to
Single
(by
Fuzzy, white "Ether Bunny"
Doug Beresford) stares past his get my head together? I guess I've
jug of hallucinatory mix, seeing an heard too much "Egg Rock' (by
amazing array of unreal eggs in Marilyn Ranker) for my own good!
This ethered bunny Ethered bunny wonders if maybe
wonders if he might not be that sly, he doesn't need some telecomwhite rabbit from "Go Ask ABce" munication antennas to serve as
as he sees bells, beads, and "Unscramblers" (by Mitch
sequins shining upon purple fabric Harper) to calm these bizarre
great "Tubal Egg Shrine" symptoms of happy ether. So
eggs
sky?
(by Suzie Shie) Look! A rabbit takes a "Look Inside" (by
in the
bat iked with a Debi Ondrik) to do his "Easter
purple
rotund, golden egg (by Alison Best" (by Lynn Rogan) so it can be
Hessel) bulges next to a chic chick a more "Elusive Easter Rabbit" (by
Woodams) and evade the
dressed in purple eggs out on an I
that ether "Texture
wildness
Stroll",
(by
Lori
Sunday
"Easter
Provokes" (by David Capodilupo).
Landes)
No more ether for this rabbit;
Up the wall crawls a pathway of
egg cartons, with the "Egg in from now on bunny will stick to
Carton" (by Learme Johnston) on "Easter ChrysaKds" (by Cynthia
its way toward the glowing "Egg Wolfe) to keep the world like a
Sun" (by Gretchen Shie), wherein "Transparent Egg" (by Jean
hot pink becomes "Scrambled Wettstone) during the warm
Eggs" (by Miriam Philips). "Eggrise" (by Kathy Hutter).
Suddenly, over the rainbow, Rabbit thinks about that
"Scrambled Eggs" (a different one "Textured Egg" (by Gordon
by Cathy Clasper) become little, Engelhard) and meditates on the
sunny side up munchkins. As the "Egg Dipping Cage Demonstrawind begins to twitch, the wide-eye- tion" (by Rebecca Seeman) that he
ethered rabbit sees "Eggs saw once. Now he knows the
Wizzing Through Space," (by reason that "Once a Year People
Nancy Keiter) and "Dragon Eggs" Colored Eggs Because it Made
(by Mary K. Hume) flying by. Hold Egg Salad Taste Better" (by Fawz
everything? Slow down the gears Schoup); life is tike "Neggatives I
cranking inside the giant, green and IT (by Julie LaF ranee).
For those of human persuasion,
"Second Existence" egg (by
ether is not necessary for viewing
George Olson).
"Let me see," wonders ethered these marvelous phenomena. The
rabbit, "if I am sane or I'm a Egg Show is on display m
Art Gallery for the
'Cracked Egg in a Hairy Severance
Landscape With Three Dozen remainder of the week.
by Mary K.

color-visio-

. Freeman says the reaction can
be so severe that a student can
develop a prxjoiajhobia, meaning
a fear of the fear reaction.
vWhen that happens, the cycle of
fear only deepens. The reason for

to

4. Cfcde your favoriteleast favorite column in the Voice.

(5favorite).
a. On Worthy Occasions
b. Edgewise
c The Internationalist
d. Perkneters

classroom situation,"
Some of the phobias that
commonly interfere with student
(fear of
fife are acholophobia
crowds), anrhrophobia (fear of
people), and xenophobia (fear of
strangers).
The physiological symptoms of
trie phobias range from a feeling of
warmth to sweaty palms to
butterflies, from tremors to heavy

5 4 3 2

.'.

1

54321
54321
321
4

5

5 4 3 2 1
L Student Health Advisory Board (SHAB) 5 4 3 2 1

e. Salience

5. Voice sports coverage is
a) complete b) adequate c) inadequate d) other

'

6. The first thing I read in the Voice is
. appeals

7. (The)

heartbeats- - Other common

to me least.

8. Have you ever considered writing a guest editorialletter to
the Editor for the Voice?

symptoms include dry mouth,
weak legs, hyperventilation, inner
feelings of doom, and urges to run,
scream, and flee to an area of
security.
"A trapped situation causes

9. Would you Eke to see more articles reprinted in the Voice
from national publications (Le. tolling Stone, Village Voice,
'. .. New York Tines, etc)?

panic," Artru summarizes.

you rate the photography in the Voice?
a) very good b) good c) average d) below average

10. How would

rounded meal

krxxtantinfJuential do you fed the Voice is to the

11. How

College community?

a) very importantinfluential b) somewhat important
kriuential c) of fittle imrxxtanceinftuence.

Our pizza is a nutritional
meal made with
items from each of the 4
basic food groups: bread, dairy,
vegetables and meats.
well-round- ed

12. Additional
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i

us for a
meal delivered in 30 minutes
or less at no additional cost

Call

weB-round- ed

Free Pepsi !

r

$1.00 off any 16- 1 item or more pizza.
One coupon per pizza.

12" pizza and get
up to 2 free cups of Pepsi ! If
you order a 16" pizza, you can
get up to 4 free cups of Pepsi!
No coupon necessary! Each cup is a S.25 value.

Oder any

Our drivers carry less
than $10.00.
CI 981 Ooaano's
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a
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Phone:
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Morgan Celebrate Win 200;

Sort
Into Northern Division Lead
Randy Grubbs picked up the
Hank Sperry
Fighting ' Scot baseball coach pitching victory, silencing
Bob Morgan passed another Nazarene bats on only two hits in
galactic milestone as the Scots five innings of work., Dave King
rocketed past Ohio Northern into provided sixth inning relief help.
first place in the OAC's Northern

'

Si

fay

:

,1

APRIL 18

Division.

Wooster 2, Ohio Northern

Wooster pulled even with Ohio
Northern after a 1 victory in the
first of two Saturday, and stayed
even after fighting to a
draw in
nightcap.
the climactic
' The Scots grabbed the top spot
3
after beating Heidelberg
. Tuesday. Meanwhile, our friends
in Mt Union were defeating those
despised Ohio Northern Polar
Bears by an identical
count.
Add it all together, and it equals a
lead in the standings for
the Scots.- The win over
Heidelberg was especially sweet
for coach Morgan. It marked his

1

(first

game)

2--

3-- 3

.

Wooster 3, Ohio Northern 3,
innings (second game)

14

14-irmi-ng

The annals of antiquity record
the epic conflicts of man. The
Greeks. .The Romans, The
. Normans. Waterloo. Midway. And
although an account of it probably
won't appear in next years
. encyclopedia, the Scot cSarnond-men'- s
twin-biagainst Ohio
Northern Saturday was no less a
classic battle between Titans.
The Scots walked the high wire
200th coaching victory in only five-pl- in the first game and puDed out a 2- seasons as the Wooster 1 win. Wooster drew first blood in
the opening stanza after Tim KeDy
mentor.
doubled and Tim Basilone singled
him across. But Northern knotted
THE WEEK (415-42it up with 'a run in the second
inning. The Scots, however, took
APRIL 15
the upper hand in the third when
Wooster 11, Mt. Vernon
Mike Knox plated Harry Eberts.
Nazarene 1 (first game)
Wooster 7, Mt. Vernon Nazarene
Bob McFadden followed with
1 (second game)
four innings of
pitching to preserve the lead and
At home, the Scots swept a
to claim the win. He shut down the
double-heade- r
in a tune-u- p
for Bears, allowing no hits and walking
Ohio Northern. In the first game only three across the stretch. The
the Scots parlayed nine hits into 11 victory gave Wooster a share of
runs to win handily. Harry Eberts the divisional lead , and set the
and Mike Knox knocked in three stage for the dramatic second
runs apiece. Tim Basilone, Jim game.
AO the marbles were on the
Stehlin and Tim Kelly also picked
up RBIs. In addition, Basilone table, and both teams knew it
slammed his seventh home run of Things looked dim for the Scots
the year. Freshman Stehlin also when Northern took a 1 lead into
picked up the pitching victory, the bottom of sixth inning. But'
silencing Nazarene bats on only Harry Eberts became a hero by
two hits, with six strikeouts m six slamming a clutch double in the'
.innings of work. Greg Amey sixth to score Steve Czwakja and
provided, seventh inning relief Bob Schmuck which knotted the
help.
score at
Those would be the
Wooster fans experienced deja last runs to cross the plate as the
vu in the second game, for it was a game became a battle of nerves
veritable carbon copy of the first. and bitten fingernails. Creeping
The Scots parlayed seven hits into . darkness and a full moon just off
e
fine would eventually
seven runs to win handily. Bob the
.Schmuck and Mike Knox Jorce the umpires to terminate the
knocked in two runs, apiece. KeDy game after 14 innings with the
also picked up an RBL Freshman score deadlocked at 3-.,

5--

;

5-- 3

n

one-gam- e

-

marathon. King allowed only three
Dave King baffled Ohio Northern batters in Saturday's
hits, no runs, and struck out six in 8 23 innings of relief. Photo by John Crozier.
In the second game Knox took
deadlock would last only 2
Time and again' the Scots
days, because Tuesday the Scots to the mound and gave' another
mounted threats, and time and
route-goin- g
performance.' He
went to the top.
again the iron gutted Northern
scattered five hits, struck out nine.
pitchers (Dave Williams and later
APRIL 21 (TUESDAY)
and walked zero in seven innings.
Scott Ingram) thwarted them.
Steve Ficyk and Reuben Jones
Wooster 5, Heidelberg 3 (first
Wooster had runners in scoring
provided the offensive punch.
game)
position in each of the eighth,
Wooster 4. Heidelberg 2 (second Each slammed - doubles which
ninth, eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth,
drove in runs. Basilone picked up
and fourteenth innings,- - but failed game)
another RBI on two hits.
to score. Ten baserunners were left
- Later the Scots learned of Mt
Scots
At Wooster, the
stranded in the process.
turned back a pesky Heidelberg Union's win over Northern, which
Scot pitcher Dave King showed
team twice to capture first place. gave the Scots a one game lead in
a little intestinal fortitude himself.
Tim KeDy led the way in the first the standings.
Relieving Joe Nauer in the sixth.
The Scots host Central State for
of
game with four hits in five trips,
King went on to pitch
this afternoon. Action
three-hi- t,
bafl, striking out
including two doubles. Mark Kraus a twin-biand Tim Basilone each scored two begins.at 3.O0.
six in the process. Northern never
runs. Mike Knox and Steve
got dose until that traumatic
Czwakja each chalked up a pair of SHORT HOPS. ; . Warm wishes to
fourteenth inning, when the Bears
d
aB those
Wooster fans
RBTs.
posed a bases loaded threat. But
Chuck Chokenea went the who braved cold, darkness, and
King pitched himself out of the Jam
by inducing Jack Diamond to tap distance to register his fourth win. hunger to witness that
He allowed 13 hits, but struck out marathon Saturday. There were
one back to the mound.
eight and let up only two earned many of you: your enthusiastic
Wooster left the field in a first
support was greatly appreciated, place iie with Northern. That runs.
14-inni- ng

us

2-1-

.

--

1)

near-perfe-

--

ct

war-wear-

.

8-2-

Wooster Marathon Slated for
by Katharine L. Blood
ft ' that time again to pufl out the

;

old running shoes and get ready
for the fourth annual Wooster 10
Kilometer race Sunday, April 26,

-

first-bas-

at 2:00 p.m. (Incidently, dayfight
savings time starts that day so do
not iorget to change your docks.)
The race is being sponsored by the
Wooster Parks and Recreation
and the Wooster Runners.

3.

..

The race starts at the Wooster

.YMCA.

--

10-1- 0

0-2--1

3-3--

1.

..

.

14-hmin-

3-- 3.

The Fighting Scotties lacrosse
feB victim to both Ohio
University and Ball State this past
week and fought to a high scoring
tie versus Eariham. The
week brings the Scotties
overall record to
After their big victory last week
over Denison, the Scotties had a
bout with intensity and concentra-Hon to go along with battling
Division I opponents. Ohio University overwhelmed the Scotties,
as head coach Terry Prodoehl put
rt. "we were in over our heads."
The Scotties were very-- slow"
starters in the Eariham game and
"mental errors kept us from ,
winning that one.", said Prodoehl.

ll

--

die-har-

3--

team

3

no-ru- n

.

Women's Lax Drops Two, Ties One

y

categories for both men and
women.' 10 overafl awards wiB be
given, five for the men and five for
the women, as wefi as 16 first place
and 16 second place awards in
each of the age categories.
Trie record holders for the race
' are Shannon Cfine who won with
the time of 37:33 in 1978 and Vic
Smith who captured first m 1980
with the time of 31:05- -

26

the
not
post entries of $3X0 w3 be taken
after 11:30 a.m. on the race day at
the YMCA.
.For those who cannot imagine
running the cornriete 6.2 rnies, a
two-mi-e
fun run wiB begin at 2:13
pjn. for the fee of 50C. Kobons w3
be given to al finishers.
If you have

pre-erttere- d,

on Woodland Avenue.

The course is run through the
residential streets of Wooster.
Splits wiB be given at every mile
and water wifl be distributed at the
at
-State on Monday and face halfway posit. The course ends
Christmas Run Park where aB the
Denison this week.
runners who have finished will be
clustered around the refreshments. (That should be incentive
enough to try and finish the race.)
120 awards wifl be given to the
"And while we played Ball State
even in the first half, in the second
half we looked tired."
The Scotties battled with Ohio

o
Fine Dining
in on Elegant Setting

top place finishers. The
"

participants

will

TQht

be divided into age

COII'S SPECIALTY SHOP
SOCIAL SECURITY

.
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Renew Old Friendships
in one of Nonhem Ohio's finest
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Scotties Fly by Women Yeomen
by Katharine L. Blood

stuff. The- 440 relay team of the
Kemps, Willis and Mayo won in
the time of 49.5. Darlene and
Charlene ran a superb race in the
hurdles beating the Oberfin
woman on the lean. Darlene also
qualified for nationals. Robin,
Charlene and Darlene placed first,
second and third in the 100 dash to
sweep yet another event. Robin
continued her winning streak,
grabbing a first in the 220 with Pam
Willis on her back with second.
Willis also did well in the 400
winning the race followed by
Lynette Seigley who ran her best
time of 64.9.
-

The College of Wooster

women's track team continues to
do the job as they flew by Oberfin
winning the meet with 93 points
and beating Oberfin by 56.
Much of the Scotties' depth
came from the field event area.
Barb Endel won both the javefin
and the shot put and placed
second in the discus. Teammate
Lynette Seigley won the discus
with her personal best of 1133".
SaDy Barton grabbed a third in the
discus to help sweep the event,
while Sue Schutz threw her
personal best also in the javefin for
a second.
The jumping events fared as well
as the throwing events. The
Scotties swept the long jump with
Charlene Kemp winning, Darlene
Kemp placing second and Robin
Mayo finishing third. "It was an
excellent job in the long jump."
praised Penney. "They faced some
pretty stiff competition and they
jumped right on past them." Sue
Roberts also added a third in the
high jump.
Like usual the sprinters did their

I

if

3

finish line second in the 1,500.
Heather Murphy also got a second
in the 440 hurdles.
"The women did well and I was
pleased," Penney said. They did
what I asked them to do, and they
are making improvements. I think
we wiD continue to be successful,"

he added.
The Scotties travel to Oberfin
Saturday, April 25, to face 12
teams at the Oberfin Invitational.

Teresa deGuzman made her

first appearance in the spring track
circles after being out with an
injury for a month. DeGuzman
won the 5,000 meter run with a fine
time of 19.06. Peggy Elder and
Karin Hauschild placed second

JAY WOK

and third in that same race. Sue
Roberts also contributed a first
place to the distance events in the
800. Rachel Swanger added
support with a solid second. Katie
Blood made her debut as a
distance runner, and vowed never
to do it again as she crossed the

CCITJT

American
Cancer Society
--

I
I

f

Scots Top Lords, Lose to Bishops

by Dave Bryan
The Fighting Scots lacrosse team
snuck past Kenyon on Saturday by
a 9 8 score. Bill Duke and "Winy"
Williams led the Scots with two
goals apiece and John Pizzarelli
had three assists to lead the team
in that department
The Kenyon Lords scored first,
hitting the Scots' goal with 12:13
remaining in the first period. The
Scots came back with the second'
goal of the game with 3:20 left in
the period, as Williams scored on
an assist from Pizzarelli to tie the
contest The Lords came right
back, scoring with 2:14 left in the
period. St erf Stem scored un- -

with
assisted to tie the game at
contest." Coach Art Marangi
0:24 seconds remaining in the commented. "We needed a win
badly to get back on the right
period.
track. The team was together for
Ken yon jumped out to a 2
lead as they scored with 12:19 left the first time all year, too," Marangi
on the clock during the second said. It appeared he was wistfully
period. The Scots came back with thinking of having a healthy squad
three unanswered goals before the at the start of the year instead of.
end of the half. Williams scored over three fourths of the way
unassisted with 5:16 remaining, through.
"They were very consistent,"
Tom Hebble put one into the nets
on an assist from Duke at the 434 Marangi said, "and mat ' comes
mark, and Mark Munzert poured in from having more depth than we
the final goal, unassisted, with 2:15 have had all year, too. Our
remaining in the period.
intensity returned this game, but
Coming back from halftime with we still lacked discipline on our fast
a 5--4 lead, the Scots struck right break situations.'
away as Pizzarelli scored on an
The Scots lost to Ohio
assist from Munzer with 1:30 ticked
15-on Wednesday. Pete
away in the third period. The Lords Green and Steve Williams had two
scored next, slipping a goal in with goals apiece for the Scots and
5:39 remaining in the third period. John Pizzarelli added a goal and
Twenty seconds later, Mark Muntwo assists. "We were physically
zert assisted Bill Duke for the Scots pretty intense on Wednesday,"
second goal of the period.
coach Art Marangi commented.
Kenyon scored the first two "Some mental mistakes cost us a
goals of the fourth and final period, few goals and we failed to take
but the Scots were not to lose advantage
several
.of
all tied opportunities."
today. With the score
up, the Scots opened up a 9-- lead
"They were simply the better
by scoring two goals in a span of team on the field. But, Balkam held
1:37. Post, Rob Toher took an them to only one goal in eleven
assist from Pizzarelli to make it 8-attempts when we were a man
and then Duke put in the game down. That was incredible,"
winner with an assist, again from Marangi said enthusiastically. Too
Pizzarelli. Kenyon scored the many unforced errors on our part
games' final goal with 1:50 remainto have won the game, but as I
ing in the contest
said, we were physically ready and
"We knew it would be a dose raring to go."
The Scots face Michigan State
University tomorrow at 1:30 pm.
The Division I Spartans should
prove to be a big test for the 4
Scots.
2-- 2

4--
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Batten "puts" the shot in Tuesday s home meet versus
Oberfin. Barton also placed third in the discus, a tribute to the
Scotties much improved field events. Photo by John Crozier.

SaDy

Golfers Place Tenth, Iceman 2nd
by Jim Coath
The College of Wooster golf

team

traveled

to Allegheny

college in Pa. this past weekend,
finishing 10th out of 18 teams at
the invitational--. Host Allegheny
spoiled the event for all visitors as
they won their own tournament
total of 1156.
with a
Ed Habjam of Gannon University was victorious as he won the
individual title with a
score of 225. The Scots' Dan
Iceman finished in a tie for second
place. He and Dave Hagstrom of
Allegheny finished with 230's to
finish five strokes behind Habjam.
Iceman had three rounds of
excellent gott, shooting 77, 75, and
78.
Tal Selby came in with a tie for
fourteenth as he had rounds of 77,
78, and 79. Kevin Brode shot a
246. Scott Eisentrout a 253, Bill
three-roun-

d

three-roun-

d

Fighting Scot Camps Dates Released

-

The
WOOSTER, OHIO
College of Wooster Fighting Scot
camps, the oldest of their kind in
Ohio, have expanded again mis
year to include five different sports
v
in six camps.
The basketball camp for boys
was' established in 1970 and built
on the basis of individual instruction. There are four,
sessions scheduled this summer:
June 21. June 28, July 12 and
July 19. The Fighting Scot basket- five-da- y

!

ball
.5-1- 0

camp for women will be July
with a similar emphasis on

personalized instruction.
New this year are the golf camp
for both boys and girls (Aug.
and boys arid girls tennis camp
beginning June 28, July 5, July 19
and July 26.
Swim camp for both boys and
girls is slated June 20-2and June
3.
Finally, the Fighting Scot Junior
Olympic Soccer camp is offered'
July 26. All camps are Ohio High School
2-- 7)

,

6

27-Jul-

y

Athletic Association (OSHAA)

Pike's Peak
Shop
Camera
IN THE RAMADA INN

approved.
For more information write to
Camp Fighting Scot, The College
of Wooster. Wooster. Ohio 44691
Ext 348.
or call (216)
v

264-123-

4.

THE

Bring your parents to the shop.
We would like to meet them.
j

Bingham a 257, and Bill Lee, a
newcomer to the top six, had a
259.
"I am really pleased with the
performances of Selby and Iceman. Selby has been in the top
fifteen in every match and Iceman
has been in the top ten. Against the
competition we have been facing,
that is fantastic" saic coach Bob
Nye. "We competed against an
excellent field and showed signs of
life again. We would muster a good
nine and then fall back off the pace
"
again."
really
"We
need more help from
the last three spots on the team,"
Nye said. The scores that we are
getting should be thrown out and
not counted. But, we are gaining
valuable experience by participating against such excellent competition and it should pay off in the
OAC championships."

m
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Men's Track Falls to OWU, MUC

It was a day tor improvement of
personal times as the College of
Wooster men's track team went up
against the strong teams of OWU
and Mt. Union on Saturday, April
18 at Delaware. Despite some
strong efforts, the team finished .
third with a score of 27. OWU had
92, and Ml Union finished up with
72.
In the track events, coach Jim
Bean was especially impressed
with John Metz, who completed
the 1500 meter run in a time of
4:03. Although he finished second,
his time was good enough to
qualify him for conferences. In the
1500, John Johns clocked a 4:16
and Steve Kipp a 4:23.
A fine effort was shown in the
800 meter run byKevin Quinn and
Steve Goodwin, who both broke
the 2 minute barrier. Goodwin was
second with a time of 1:59:03, and
Quinn came in fourth at 1:59:7.
The Scots also showed well in
the hurdle events, where Earle
Wise and Chris Thomas had times
of 59.2 and 59.3 respectively in the
400 meter IM's, and 16.0 and 16.1
in the 110 meter high hurdles.
In the 3000 meter steeplechase,
Scott Steffen made an impressive
showing, coming close to the
school record with a time of 10:38.
Steffen finished fourth, while Tom
Litzler finished sixth with a time of
10:54.
In other track events, the
relay team of Jackson,
Ehrlkrh. Harrel and Jones had a
time of 45:52. The mile relay team
of Johns, Messner, Viventi and
Wise came in at 57:4. In the 5000
meter run, Greg Tonian finished
with a time of 16:38 while Doug
400-mete- r

Kier finished at 18:23.
In the field events, Mike Smith
came close to conference qualifica-

tions when he pole vaulted over 13
feet In the long jump Tim Jackson
was third with a jump of 20'lVfc".
Tim was also second in the triple
jump with a jump of JtOLlV", and
Terry Goodman jumped 38'. In the
.high jump Chris Thomas was
second with 6'6", and Larry Salata
was 4th in the discus with 128'3".
In the javelin. Mark Thomas came

in third with a throw of over 130
feet.

The men

--

will

host Wittenberg

and Denison on April 24, at 3:30
p.m.

,

.

Softballers Pick up First Victory
by Al Cleveland
The College of Wooster women's Softball team split a double-heade- r
at Delaware. In the opening
game, Wooster fell ) to Ohio
Wesleyan but won their first game
of the season with an 11-win
over Earlhafn.
Although the. Scotties were not
able to score during the Ohio
Wesleyan game, they played an
excellent defensive game. "Defen- ' sively, we were superb, commented coach Geri knortz. For the first
time, the Scotties had played
errorless ball.
Wooster outhH Wesleyan
but stranded runners during the
whole game.- - "The people who
normally hit weren't doing the job,"
said Knortz. "Their pitcher was
good, and was able to control the
ball. She had one of her best
games against us."
Maria Margevidus led the Scot-tie- s
as she went
at the plate,
(0-4-

2

Mullett, who both went 2-Pitcher Jenny Wick struck out
3.

three and walked two. "We have
started to overcome our inconsistency in pitching," said Knortz.
In the second game against
e
Earlham, Wooster saw their
end.
losing streak come to an
Wooster scored two runs in the first
inning, but Earlham tied the score.
In the third inning, with the score
Lisa Mullett reached base
tied
on an error and then scored on a
sacrifice by Wick.
In the fifth inning, Mullett ignited
the Scotties, by pounding a

onowedJjyueSeebodeandUsa

-

Scotties Tennis Even up Record,
by Mike Smith

2-- 2,

bases-loade-

d

triple.

9-- 8,

3-- 3

Scott Steffen makes a run at the 3000 meter steeplechase record.
He had a 10:38 for the race. Photo by John Crozier. ,

four-gam-

On April 21, playing on home
turf. Wooster did. not fare well
against the very tough Capital.
Jenny Wick pitched the first game
for the Scotties, losing
Margaret Quinn started the second
game and went five innings before
being relieved by Wick, who
pitched the Jfinal two innings.
.
Woostgr was defeated
(2-15)-

23-0-

.,

The women's tennis team
brought their record up to 3-- by
3

defeating Mount Union
earfier
this week. The Scotties swept all
singles matches in straight sets and
took first and second doubles as
well It seems that everything is
falling into place only one week
from the state satellite tournament
Brooke Bashore defeated her
opponent 6-at first singles,
while Ann Esgar' pounded her
8-- 1

0,

opponent

6-- 1

herd. Robin ScholL and Wendy
Bowman also captured wins. A
new doubles combination of Esgar
and Bashore at the number one
spot won 6-- 6-- and Jani Oder
teamed up with Hope Shepherd to
win their second doubles match in
straight sets.
Wooster hosts Wittenberg Saturday at 11 .00, and then faces Ohio
Wesleyan on Wednesday, also on
the home courts.
2,

2,

6-- 0
with her usual"
style of play. Janine
Boocks, a sophomore from Mans6-- 4
field, Ohio won handily 6-at
6-- 0,

hard-hittin- g

1,

the third spot while Hope Shep

Shreve invites you and your parents for Amish home cooking and
friendly, personable shopping. Located eight miles south of
Wooster on Route 226.
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Scots Tennis Wins Easily;

f

First Annual Tourney Today
by Mike Smith
Men's tennis coach Hayden
Schilling was
when he
predicted that his players would be
shaping up and playing some
excellent tennis as the season
progresses. Schilling's team now
holds a three match winning
streak and a tie for second place in
the Great Lakes College Tennis

rit

at fifth singles John
Morfidge won
and at sixth
singles Dave Oancea fought out a
win in three sets
Freshman Tom Hetrick took his
seventh singles exhibition match
&3,
and has been winning
- consistently at that spot afl season.
Doubles teams of Wardtaw and
Laurie and Levinson and Morfidge
were also victorious.
Today is the first day of action in
6-- 1.

6--0;

6-- 3,

6-- 4;

3-- 6,

7-- 5.

tf

6-- 3.

The Wooster Inn

6-- 0,

The Only 3 - Star

Tournament.
Wooster shared second place
honors with Kenyon. with two of the First

Annual Wooster
four Scot- - finalists winning Invitational. The four team round
championship tides. Paul Wardfaw robin is Schilling's effort to bring a
took the first singles crown and
Drew Levinson was the fourth
singles champion. Also making it

to finals play were John Thomas
and John Morfidge. This was a
vast improvement over Wooster's
fifth place finish in last year's
tournament.
On Tuesday the Scots upped
by wrapping
their record to
4-- 2

At first singles Paul
won
at the
second spot John Thomas won
at third singles it was Drew
at the
Levinson winning
number four spot John Laurie won
Oberfin

Warcflaw

-

Restaurant

fkst rate Division IH tournament to
Wooster. Today at 3 Wooster will
go against Grove City College of
Pennsylvania while Wittenberg
plays Calvin CoDege of Michigan.
Tomorrow finds Wooster and
Wittenberg paired up and Calvin
and Grove City playing at 930.
Later in the day, Wittenberg will
play Grove City and Wooster will
battle out with Calvin at

in Wooster, Ohio
That features

Tableside Dining
Friday Night Special

Tournadoes of Beef
Only $8.95

2.-0-0.

8-- 1.

6-- 1.

3

6-- 2;

7-- 5.

For Reservations Call

7-- 5;

6-- 3.

264-234- 1

Corner of Wayne & Gasche St.

7-- 5;

if
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When breezes are soft and skies are fair,

I steal an hour from study and care,

--

And hie me away to the woodland scene.
Where wanders the stream with waters of green.
"Words: William Cullen Bryant
Photo: SCnsel Adams
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